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User experience and empirical reliability data from

distributed computer networks using common carrier

facilities for communication have shown some major weak-

nesses of the standard independent failure models in analyz-

ing such systems. These observations point to a strong

positive correlation of failures of different communication

lines. Two models for dealing with communication line failure

dependence are developed here. The 8-model assumes that

the rate of failure of a communication line increases from

A to 8A whenever one or more adjacent lines fail. This model

is used to analyze special communication systems such as

primary and secondary components (communication lines) with

a switch, N terminals connected to a central CPU, etc. A

system of two redundant components with general distribution



on their time-to-repair (with. restricted and unrestricted

repair facilities) is analyzed by an extension of the

s-model.

A second model (the Q-T model) is developed for

dealing with source-sink communication unavailability of a

distributed computer communication network using communication

facilities such as the telephone plant facilities.

The model assumes that the unconditional line un-

availability equals q and the conditional line unavailability,

when one or more lines sharing one common node have failed,

equals T > q. Other conditional line unavailabilities,

i.e., those conditioned on the status of lines at both ends

of a communication line, or on the states of i lines sharing

a common node, etc., are found. Modified cut-sets, which

are mutually exclusive, are generated for the distributed

computer communication network under consideration. The

product rule for calculating joint probabilities is used

on each modified cut and the resulting conditional probabili-

ties are calculated using the q-T model conditional

probabilities as specified by the resulting topologies. This

allows availabilities to be calculated for most of the

communication networks likely to be encountered in practical

systems.
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DEVELOPMENT OF DEPENDENT FAILURE RELIABILITY

MODELS FOR DISTRIBUTED COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivations and Objectives of Dissertation

Mathematical models have been used for many years in

analyzing the behavior of empirical and theoretical systems.

One of the basic assumptions made in almost all such models

is that events (or random variables) are statistically

independent. This assumption is usually made either to

simplify the mathematical computations or because the

correlation between the random variables in question is

assumed to be negligible. Reliability models have been no

exception, and independent failures have been assumed when

analyzing even simple reliability networks. Even in cases

where network components fail independently, however some

component availability coupling is often introduced by the

fact that repairs on several simultaneously down components

do not proceed independently with limited repair facilities.

This coupling is usually weak and can be safely ignored,

especially in systems with high availability components.

These independent failure reliability models have been widely

used in studying the reliability of computer networks, but

practical problems in such networks have shown the weaknesses

of their assumptions.
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The best experimental data published to date illus-

trating the tendency of computer networks line failures to

be dependent is in a paper by Provetero (1). Provetero

studied availabilities of voice grade private lines in a

data communication network, with a maximum of 35 attached

lines, over a period of ten months of round the clock opera-

tion. A careful examination of these data strongly suggests

the dependent failure hypothesis. As an example, 50% of the

line outages observed were multiple outages while less than

20% of the outages would be expected to be multiple if failures

were truly independent (2).

This problem of failure dependency is especially criti-

cal in attempts to design highly reliable networks involving

real-time access to remote data bases. Conventional relia-

bility models assume that adequate system reliability can be

obtained by utilizing back-up lines with diversification in

line routing (3). A study of the manner in which the common

carriers have installed their equipment indicates, however,

that truly diverse routing is not usually available. An

example is a problem addressed by the designers of IBM's

Supermarket System. Hippert, et al, state in their discussion

of the reliability aspects of this system (4),

"It was discovered however, that phone lines do

have an element of commonality. Dependencies
between two sets of lines can occur in routing.

Alternative routing appeared to be limited and,
in some cases, could remove the commonality
only to create another. Diversification proved
to be expensive in those locations where it
could be used and, in many locations, right-of-

way problems could prevent its use altogether."
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Hence the IBM Supermarket Systems was designed so that

real-time,access to remote locations is normally not required

for system operation. Another approach was used by the

designers of IBM's Retail Store Sys'tem (ibid) in dealing with

the same problem. A stand alone mode of operation for which

the system can operate productively during communication

outages was introduced into the system design.

The fact that line failures are highly correlated is of

major concern when dealing with systems where extreme relia-

bility is necessary, such as some computer networks, where

line reliability is the limiting factor in the overall system

reliability. Note that the ARPA Computer Network (which is

probably the most thoroughly studied network currently in

existence) has not been strongly impacted by dependent line

failures since its communication reliability is limited by the

reliabilities of its communication processors (5).

In order to understand the reasons for line failure

correlation, we have to study how computer networks are

actually connected using common carrier facilities (section

1.4). It appears that common routings in the local loop

portion of the telephone plant are the major source of failure

dependency (2). Since the common carriers do not know the

precise location of all future subscribers at the time of

installation of their facilities, they usually install a set

of multipair cables covering the subscriber area, with larger

cables (more pairs) close to the local switching office and
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smaller cables at the outer fringes of subscriber area.

This creates a strong possibility that different lines in one

geographic area will share the same multipair cables for at

least part of their local loop lengths. As a matter of fact

all lines from one particular location (such as a leased line

and its dial backup line) normally share the same multipair

cable for the full distance to the local switching office.

Obtaining true diversification in routing of lines usually

requires new construction (6). Sharing of short-haul and

long-haul carrier system facilities add to failure depen-

dencies, although such factors appear to be less important

than commonality in the local loop routing.

The sharing of common equipment at switching offices

is another source of failure dependency. Note that all

lines coming into any of the newer ESS switching offices

share the same control processor and failure or degradation

of operation of such a processor, even though it may be

highly reliable, will affect the operation of many communi-

cation lines. Other common equipment which may be shared

by different lines include modem sharing devices, multiplexers,

concentrators and other devices at both the central computer

site and the distributed terminals.

Hence an appreciable part of the communication equip-

ment used for data communication is shared, and failure of

one line is likely to be strongly correlated with failures

of other lines. Rough calculations made by Spragins (7)
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indicate that conventional calculations of reliability im-

provements using back-up telephone lines in centralized net-

works are approximately an order of magnitude, per back-up

line, overly optimistic (i.e. the back-up line is down roughly

10% of the time the primary line is down instead of the 1%

figure used with independent failure model).

Many articles on techniques for calculation of communi-

cation network reliability have been published (8-12) but

very few make any attempts to treat the problem of dependent

failures. The paper by Hansler, McAulliffe and Wilkov (3)

treats a limited type of dependency in a distributed network.

They assumed in their model that all links and nodes are

statistically independent but allowed completely parallel

lines to be correlated. They also allowed the probability

of simultaneous failures of all adjacent links (links leading

to a common node) to be greater than the product of the

probabilities of individual link failures. Two papers by

Frank (5), (6) mention the problem of correlated failures

in the context of survivability analysis, but with no signifi-

cant attempts to treat the problem. The problem with the

Hansler, et al, model is that failures of different links

with some degree of commonality (not necessarily completely

parallel lines) are highly correlated but the probability

of simultaneous failures of all such lines may be low and not

much different than the values computed with an independent

failure model.
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One approach to modeling the effect of failure depen-

dencies is inclusion of extra blocks (representing the simul-

taneous failures of different lines) in the network's availa-

bility block diagram (13), (14). This approach was utilized

by the designers of the IBM Supermarket System but it is

limited to a very small number of lines since there are too

many possible interactions to be modeled with larger numbers

of lines.

The first extensive effort in modeling failure depen-

dencies (the a-model) was made by Spragins (2), (7). He

assumed the system has two modes of operation, one being

"good" for which all the network lines are up and another

mode when the system is "sick" which is entered when one or

more lines of the network have failed. The failure rate of a

line when the system is "sick" is higher than the failure

rate when the system is "good".

This model is generalized in Chapter III by assuming

that only failures of adjacent lines (sharing a common node)

increase line failure rate. This could be justified by

noting that most of the line commonalities (such as sharing of

equipment in.the local loop and in the local switching office)

occur in situations where these lines share a common node.

Lines located in different physical regions usually have

very little commonality if any. An attempt is also made,

in the same chapter, to relax the assumption made in the

a-model of both the failure and the repair processes being
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exponentially distributed. This model is called the "5-model"

and applications to special systems such as standby systems

are discussed in Chapter III.

In Chapter IV a "q -'Y model" which can be applied to

distributed networks is introduced. This model assumes that

the unconditional failure probability of a communication

line is equal to q while the conditional failure probability

of the same line if one or more lines that share one common

node with it are down is equal to f > q. The "q-T model",

which is highly topology dependent, is used in calculating

probabilities of modified cuts (which are mutually exclusive)

generated for distributed communication network. This

allows the availability of such networks to be computed.
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1.2 Introduction to Computer Networks

Computer networking is one of the most rapidly growing

fields in current technology. Such networks will give us the

ability to extend use of the computational and memory power

of computers beyond the scientific and large business sector

of the economy to retail stores and consumer homes. This

helps to explain the fact that data communications is the

most rapidly growing segment of the common carrier business,

even though voice communication budgets of common carrier

corporations are still many times larger than those for data

communications at present (8).

The first computer networks consisted of individual com-

puters with short cables attaching them to their input and

output devices. As the need to communicate with a computer

more than a few hundred feet away grew, the network was ex-

tended, initially, to cover all of the buildings within

an industrial complex or an educational institution by adding

remote terminals with leased or specially constructed connec-

ting lines. The capability to dial into the main frame

computer from remote terminals was added later and a new

era of distributed computer networks started. Hierarchical

networks, which are used for various applications such as

supermarket checkout and banking, were introduced to give

terminals the ability to perform numerous functions off-
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line and also to communicate with other computers and data

bases. A looped line configuration (8) is a common communi-

cation arrangement for such networks. In such systems

terminals connected on a loop feed a local controller which

in turn may be connected to a regional concentrator via a

multipoint line which may be connected to a central computes

over a point-to-point communication line. Failure of a

system element at the loop controller level (or higher) does

not necessarily prevent the terminal itself from performing

its basic functions, such as processing customers at a grocery

store check-out stand. The power of these networks was in-

creased extensively as systems of many computers together

with their remote terminals were interconnected. Networks,

such as the ARPA Network (21), Airline Reservation Systems

(22), NASDAQ over-the-counter stock quotation network (23)

and many others sprung up.

As demands on the system grew, the overall system cost

grew, and the cost of network communication became a large

portion of the overall system cost. With communication-

cost often exceeding 50% of the overall cost for large net-

works, efforts to reduce the communication aspects of the

overall system cost were started. Many innovations such as

use of multidrop or multipoint lines (which allow many

different terminals to share a common line) and multiplexers

(which subdivide one large channel into smaller ones by time

or frequency division) were introduced to decrease the cost of

communication.
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1.3 Computer Communication Networking

Virtually all the present demand for communications

in the USA are handled by the facilities of communications

common carriers such as the Bell System, Western Union,

General Telephone, and many other smaller independent com-

panies. Most of the communications common carrier plants have

been designed with voice (analog) transmission objectives,

but, these facilities can often be adapted well for data

(digital) transmission using modulators and demodulators

(modems). The sending modem converts digital information from

the source into analog signals suitable for transmission over

the communication line. The receiving modem converts the sig-

nal from the communication line back into the digital for-

mat required by the sink.

Three basic computer network organizations are common,

centralized networks, hierarchical networks, and distributed

networks. A distributed network has multiple processing

units with different operating systems and probably with

different capabilities, figure 1.1. A centralized network has

a single processing center as shown in figure 1.2. A

hierarchical network with its local store controller is

shown in figure 1.3. The local controllers and concentrators

in hierarchical networks are normally small computers. In

distributed and hierarchical networks two types of traffic
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Figure 1.1: A distributed computer network.

Figure 1.2: A centralized computer network.
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Figure 1.3: Hierarchical computer network.
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exist, terminal-to-computer and computer-to-computer while

centralized network traffic is virtually all terminal-to-

computer type.

Many kinds of communication lines can be used to connect

terminals and computers. Any line that connects a fixed

source-sink node pair is called a point-to-point line.

Point-to-point lines may be either switched (dial-up, public)

or leased (dedicated, private) lines (6). With a switched

line, common carrier facilities, like those of the telephone

company, are used to establish the connection, which is main-

tained only for the duration of the call. Leased lines

provide a permanent connection between the two connected

nodes (except on occasions when the common carrier exchanges

lines for overall system purposes). Common carriers generally

provide communication through a two-wire connection (half-

duplex), as is the case with dial-up connections, or a four-

wire connection (full-duplex) with most leased lines.

A popular connection which provides protection from

line failures is a leased line with dial back-up as shown in

figure 1.4. Another type of leased line used widely in com-

puter communication networks is the multipoint (multidrop)

line shown in figure 1.5. The multipoint line is shared in

real time by two or more remote terminals (or clusters of

remote terminals). The remote stations take turns in

communicating with the central processor, usually under the

control of central software that issues invitations to the

remote nodes to communicate.
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The use of multipoint lines requires controls for

selecting different terminals, protecting data, contention

resolution and queueing. The processing function of the

central computer was separated from the communication func-

tions of the network with the introduction of multiplexers

and concentrators (8) (15). A typical computer network block

diagram is shown in figure 1.6. A distinction between concen-

tration and multiplexing is appropriate here. Multiplexing

generally refers to static channel subdivision among compe-

ting users (remote terminals) while concentration involves

dynamic channel subdivision and queueing. Concentrators

could be located very far from the central computer. Mini-

computers and microcomputers are used extensively as concen-

trators. Different multiplexing techniques such as frequency

division multiplexing (FDM) and Time division multiplexing

(TDM) are used (8). Similarly, concentrators could be either

character oriented (buffered concentrators) or block/message

concentrators (store-and-forward concentrators) (16). In a

typical system a control unit located in a given building,

as illustrated in figure 1.6, accepts all traffic generated

from or to its terminals, and places it on a polled line to

the multiplexer. The line is routed directly to the concen-

trator if a large amount of traffic is flowing to or from a

single office. A number of lines from the intra office

control units are then routed to a multiplexer that subdivides

a higher capacity line from the concentrator into transparent
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Figure 1.5: Polled multipoint line.
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lower capacity channels. For example, a 4800 bit/sec. line

might be divided into four 1200 bit/sec. lines. Many other

different methods of device sharing, such as the use of

split stream modems or a modem sharing device (8), can be

used in bringing down the cost of the network.

Our discussion has concentrated on the configuration

of the computer network. We will now discuss the routing

of a call through the common carrier plant.
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1.4 Communications Common Carrier Plant

The problems addressed in this thesis were discovered

after a careful study of the manner in which the communica-

tions common carriers have installed their plants. Hence,

a brief description of their systems is included here.

Generally speaking, the facilities used for transmission

of a telephone (or data) call have three components - the

local loop, short-haul transmission systems, and long-haul

transmission systems (2), (7), (17). A telephone (or data)

call begins its journey on a pair of wires (the local loop)

which is exclusively devoted to that call. A typical .

telephone company local distribution system consists of

multipair cables from the local office (closest switching

office) in a more or less radial pattern (with multipair

cables subdivided into smaller cables further from the switch-

ing office) to subscriber's areas served by this office (2).

Each subscriber's local loop is then obtained by splicing

lines from his terminal box into appropriate pairs in the

closest multipair cable. Local loops average one to two

miles in length and seldom run for over five miles.

A connection is made by switches in the local switching

office in calls between subscribers served by the same local

switching office. If the call is not destined for a sub-

scriber sharing the- same local switching office, the trans-
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mission may be carried over short-haul carrier lines. These

are usually under 100 mile long channels. For reasons of

economy, a moderate number of voice channels are combined to

form a short-haul channel. Long-haul carriers are used in

routes between major cities and are normally defined as

carriers with more than six msec. of round trip delay.

From the local switching office, a call may be combined

with thousands of other voice (or data) channels in some

multiplexing hierarchy, e.g. frequency multiplexing, into the

long-haul carrier system which is transmitted over coaxial

cables, microwave channels or communication satellites.

Near its destination, the call is again separated from its

thousands of fellow calls, ending finally in its own local

loop. These channels could be in groups which (in the stan-

dard multiplexing hierarchy) consist of 12 voice grade chan-

nels, supergroups consisting of five groups or mastergroups

which is equivalent to ten supergroups, (other groupings

are sometimes used, primarily to match the capabilities of

the particular transmission system used). The normal band-

widths range from 0 to 4 kHz for an individual voice channel,

to 60-180 kHz for groups, 312-552 kHz for supergroups and

564-3084 kHz for mastergroups (8). Long-haul carriers, in

comparison to short-haul carriers, are highly efficient

transmission systems. Since all calls over 100 miles long

have their own short-haul lines segments, the effect of

short-haul channels is felt on both long distance and shorter

distance calls.
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A call employs two classes of common carrier equip-

ment, transmission equipment (discussed above) and switching

equipment, in its journey from sender to terminal. A wide

variety of types and ages of equipment are used in the tele-

phone plant switching offices. These range from the older

step-by-step switches to electromechanical crossbar switches

to the newer stored program control systems (Electronic

Switching Systems, ESS).

One of the widely used electronic switching offices is

Bell's Number 1 ESS offices (18). It is capable of providing

either 6 two-wire or four-wire switching for local, toll,

or tandem applications. The operation of a complete

switching office by a single centralized processor made the

system more vulnerable to component failures. To solve this

reliability problem, redundancy was provided in all units

essential to proper operation of the switching office. The

reliability objective of No. 1 ESS was for total system down

time not to exceed two hours over its 40 year design life

period (19). A newer switching office is the purely digital

No. 4 ESS (20). Number 4 ESS can handle over 350,000 long

distance calls/hour.

The telephone system switching plan in interconnecting

different customers is hierarchial with alternative routing

features as shown in figure (1.7). Since it is economically

prohibitive to directly interconnect all the local switching

offices within larger cities, higher order switching nodes
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known as tandom offices were introduced. Calls made to sub-

scribers within the same city, but served by a different

switching office, may be connected via trunks to a tandom

office serving a cluster of local switching offices. When

calls are destined to subscribers outside the sender's city,

connection is made via a switching office known as a toll

office.

The long distance switching hierarchy consists of four

levels of switching offices as shown in figure (1.7). At any

level in the hierarchy there is a first choice of routing

(which will give the shortest path and usually the best

quality connection), a second choice-of routing and so on

as shown for some of the switching offices in figure (1.7).

The higher choices of routing, which could move the call to

a next stage in the switching hierarchy, are used when the

lower level choices of routings are congested. Figure (1.7)

shows that a long distance call can traverse a minimum of

four switching offices at low traffic periods and a

maximum of nine offices at busy periods.
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Figure 1.7: Switching hierarchy of telephone plant
shown with hierarchical routing choices
for each switching office.
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II. FUNDAMENTALS OF RELIABILITY THEORY

2.1 Preliminaries

Reliability theory is the scientific discipline deal-

ing with methods of evaluating the quality of systems from

known qualities of their components. Readers of the

reliability literature encounter many different ways of

defining important measures of reliability of components

or systems and no precise universal definitions have been

agreed upon. One of the more used definitions of quality

is the ability of a component or system to preserve its

output characteristics within some established limits under

normal system operating conditions. This definition could

lead to different interpretations depending on who defines

the output characteristic of the system (i.e., the user

of the system's service or the provider of the service) and

what kind of system operating conditions are defined. Each

of the many different definitions used may be logical in the

context for which it was created, but the multiplicity of

definitions makes it difficult to compare different relia-

bility studies.

All of the common reliability theory definitions lead

to the study of the failure process and laws governing it.

Failure of a component in a system could have different
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after-effects; total stoppage of the system, worsening of the

system's characteristics, temporary stoppage with subsequent

repair, etc. These states are analogous to the death, sick-

ness, or temporary loss of ability to function of a living

organism. The instant of failure is often difficult to

calculate and more difficult to measure.

Much of the reliability theory literature treats cases

without repair. These materials are severely limited when

studying systems, such as communication systems, which are

constantly being repaired. The study here will deal with

systems having both failure and repair processes (maintainable

systems). We will concentrate on defining parameters of

the failure process which are analogous to parameters of the

repair process. Failures, as random events, can be either

independent (failure of a component is not influenced by

other failures in the system) or dependent (component failure

is influenced by other failures in the system). We will

assume, in this chapter (which summarizes standard relia-

bility theory techniques), that failures are independent.

A major goal of the new research reported in later chapters

is to relax this assumption of independence, however.

Consider a fixed number of components No under test.

After a time t, Nu (t) components are up and Nd(t) components

down. Then we can estimate the following probabilities

Nu (t)
Pr(survival) = p(t) "

N
0

N
o

N (t)

N
(2.1)



Nd (t)

Pr(failure) = N
0

with P(t) + q(t) = 1.

1

Differentiating (2.1) yields

dp(t) 1
dNd (t)

dt N
o

dt
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(2.2)

(2.3)

We obtain the instantaneous probability density, pdf,

of component failure as dt approaches zero, so

daft)t
t)

= -
d

(2.4)

The lifetime of a component can be represented by a random

variable T, with the estimated survival probability p(t)

given by

p(t) = Pr(T>t) = 1 - Ff(t) (2.5)

with F
f
(t) the cumulative distribution function, PDF, for

failure times. One of the more commonly used component

parameters in reliability theory is the rate of failure X(t).

This is defined as

X(t)dt =
P (T=t) f

f
( t) dt

1 dp(t)
P
r
(T>t) 1-F

f
(t) P(t)

1
dN

d
(t) .

Integrating the above yields

(2.6)

t
P(t) = exp { - ofX(t) dt} . (2.7)
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When considering a system with repair of failed components,

we define duration of component operation between failures

(up time, U(t)) as one random event and duration of component

repair time (down time, D(t)) as another; figure (2.1). Now

we can define failure rate, A(t), and repair rate, 11(t), as

1

(t) -
U (t)

1

(t) =
D (t)

(2.8)

(2. 9)

Parameters equivalent to component survival and failure

probabilities can be defined for systems with repair. System

or component availability A(t) and unavailability A(t) are the

most common reliability parameters used in maintainable

systems, especially in reliability studies of computer

communication systems. Availability is defined as the pro-

bability that a particular system user will be able to use

the system/component whenever he wants to. Ambiguity comes

in when the different viewpoints of various system users

in what is meant by being "able to use" the system are con-

sidered. Some users might be satisfied with the system

barely limping along while others demand virtually perfect

performance. Component availability A(t) and unavilability

A(t) can be defined as

U (t) 1
A (t) u (t)+D (t) l+p(t)

D (t) _ p(t)A(t)
U(t) +D(t) l+p(t) '

where p(t) =
A(t)

and A(t) + A(t) =
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Figure 2.1: Relationship between component up
time U, Down time D and cycle time T.
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Figure 2.2: Mortality (Bathtub) curve of component
life.
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2.2 Component Mortality Curves

Repair rate, 11(t) and failure rate, X(t), can be any

integrable variables of time. A typical time variation

curve of component failure rate is shown in figure (2.2).

Components initially show a high failure rate that decreases

rather rapidly. This period of decreasing failure rate is

called early life or infant mortality period. Failures, in

this period, are due to weaknesses of design or manufacturing

of components. As the component leaves this period and

enters its useful life period, or equilibrium state of com-

ponent life, its failure rate stabilizes at an approximately

constant value. Component failure rate eventually starts

increasing as a consequence of aging and wear and the com-

ponent starts its wearout period. Although this is the

traditional form of failure rate curve to assume, studies

have shown that much operational electronic equipment does

not behave as the "bathtub" model predicts (24), (25), (26).

It has been noted that the decreasing failure rate of early

mortality period extends way into the useful life period

(electronic equipment with over 2000 hours of operation had

a decreasing failure rate when traditional infant mortality

periods are 15 to 100 hours). It was also noted that a

constant failure rate may hold for one particular serial

number device but failure rate tends to decrease for
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successive serial numbers. These improvements result from

continuing reliability improvement programs instituted by the

equipment manufacturers.

A variety of families of distributions have been used

in describing the failure and repair processes. The defini-

tion, below, of the conditional survivability of a component

of age t, P(x/t), plus a look at the mortality curve of figure

(2.2), can help the reader in understanding which life, (or

repair) distribution is important in reliability modeling.

Let

P(x/t) = Pr(T>t+x/t>t
)

= Pr(T>t+x) 1-F(x+t)
Pr(T>t)

. (2.12)
1-F(t)

This conditional survivability can have three modes:

I - P(x/t) is increasing in x>0, t>0. In this mode

we say the PDF,F, has a decreasing failure rate,

A(t), distribution (DFR). Often this implies

that the component is in its early life period.

II - P(x/t) = P(x) x, t>0. In this mode the failure

rate, A(t), is constant. Commonly this means

the component is in its useful life period.

III - P(x/t) is decreasing in x>0, t>0. We say here

that the PDF,F, is an increasing failure rate,

x(t), distribution (IFR). This is often used to

model the component in the wearout stage of its

life.

The study of the random variable of component life (or

repair time and its distribution can be understood better
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with the study of the notion of aging as explained by P(x/t).

The failure (or repair) process could be explained by the

exponential distribution when no aging is present (the

case with a constant failure rate X). In cases where the fail-

ure rate X(t) is increasing, distributions such as Normal,

Log-Normal, Hyper-Exponential and Modified Extreme Value

are used in describing the failure (or repair) process, while

the Erlangian distribution is often used in the case where

X(t) is increasing. Both Gamma and Weibull distributions

with appropriate parameters could be used in cases where

the failure (or repair) rate is monotone (increasing or

decreasing) (27), (28), (29), (30), (31).
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2.3 System Reliability Calculations

We will divert our attention here from component

reliability to reliability of systems consisting of many

connected components. The first step here is drawing the

reliability block diagram, figure (2.3). Two elements are

in series if failure of either one causes a system failure,

while a system of two elements are connected in parallel

if system is operational if either elements is operational.

This diagram does not necessarily resemble the actual

connections between components. An example of such a

difference is two parallel current generators supplying a

load with no extra capacity. From the reliability point of

view, the failure of any generator is a system failure,

hence the two generators are connected in series in the

reliability block diagram.

In studying different techniques for solution of

system reliability problems, we will be referring to

communication networks as the systems. A communication

network can be modeled by an undirected graph, G(V,E), or

simply G, with a set of vertices V and a set of edges E.

The degree of vEV, denoted by d(v), is equal to the

number of edges incident to the vertex v. The set of

operating and non-operating vertices and edges of the

network G is called the state, G, of the network. Each
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possible state G is assigned a numerical measure M(G) of the

network performance. We say that vertex vi communicates with

v.
3

(denoted by v.-v.) if both v. and v.
3

are up and are

connected by at least one continuous path of up elements.

The problem we will be considering here is that of computing

the probability that a given vertex, s (source), communicates

with a vertex, t (terminal), s -.t, with

.r1 if s-t
M(G) '0 if s/t .

(2.13)

Different techniques for calculation of the probability of

the above event will be summarized below. Note that we are

assuming, throughout this chapter, that failures are

statistically independent and each component can have only

two possible states, up (operating), and down (being repaired).

The first assumption is relaxed in chapters III and IV.

2.3.1 State Enumeration Technique (Markov Approach)

The assumption made here is that the system under

consideration is Markovian; i.e., component failure and

repair rates are constant. A state transition diagram is

drawn and state transition equations are written using the

fact that the average transition rate into a state equals the

average transition rate out of the state. These equations

can be solved with the normalizing equation (probabilities

of system being at all possible states sum up to one) to

yield the probability of occurrence of each state (30). The

availability A is simply the sum of the probabilities of all
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Figure 2.3: Reliability block diagrams (a) a sys
tem of generators with 3 loads, (b) a
communication system G with 4 vortices
(nodes) and 5 edges (links).
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states for which s-jt. This technique leads to a serious

operational problem when applied to large networks. The num-

ber of states grows as 2
(# elements of G) and the amount

of memory core needed becomes prohibitive. A system of 10

elements has 2
10 possible states and requires a 1024 x 1024

transition matrix for its complete description, and a system

of 20 elements has over one million states.

2.3.2 Cut-Set Approach

It is assumed here that the vertices are perfect and

only the edges are unreliable with a known probability. The

assumption of perfect vertices is made here since the focus

of this work is on communication reliability of networks.

We define an s-t cut as a minimal
I set of edges (branches)

whose removal interrupts all connections between s and t.

An s-t cut-set, C, is the minimum number of minimal (primal)

cuts which collectively exhaust all possible disconnections

between nodes s and t. Figure (2.3a) will be used to

illustrate the point here. The figure has a minimal cut-set

C = {E, ace, Ka, de} with x denoting link x being down.

Assume a network G has a cut-set C = {cl, c...,CN }. The
c

system unavailability A = I-A can be found by

1A set X is minimal with respect to property r if no
proper subset of X has property r.



A = Pr(s/t) = Pr (ViCi)

Nc
E Pr (C1

1

- E Pr (C.nC.)
1 3ij

+ E Pr (C.nC.nC )

1 3 k

Nc
±Pr ( n c.)

i=1 1

An upper bound on system unavailability can be found by.

setting

Nc
51=EPr(C.).

i=1
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(2.14)

(2.15)

The application of the inclusion-exclusion principle in the

above calculation adds extensively to the number of opera-

tions required to calculate the s-t unavailability. Such

an increase in number of calculations multiplies the effect

of roundoff error and uncertainty of edge availabilities in

calculation of system unavailability.

Many papers have been written on efficient methods

to generate minimal cut-sets for complex networks (32) (33).

The problem with this technique, as well as the path-set

method explained below, lies in the exponential behavior,

with the number of edges in the network, in time and memory

core needed to generate such sets.
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2.3.3 Path-Set Method

The path-set method follows the cut-set method closely

except that it deals with the success process (s-t) while

the cut-set technique deals with the failure process (s/t)

(12), (34). A minimal path is a minimal set of edges whose

functioning insures communication between nodes s and t.

An s-t path-set is analogous to an s-t cut-set. Figure (2.3)

has a minimal path-set P = {ad, ace, bcd, be} with x denoting

link x being up. Assume network G has a path-set P =

{P P2,...,PN }. The system availability can be found by
p

A = Pr(s-t) = Pr
1

(J.J.P.1 )

= E
P

P
r 1
(P.)

i=1

- E Pr(P.(P.)
ij

N
±Pr(nP Ci) .

i=1
(2.16)

An upper bound on system availability can be found by dis-

regarding the inclusion-exclusion principle such that

N
A = EP Pr(P.) .

i=1
(2.17)

We note from the upper and lower bounds of availability of

equations (2.15) and (2.17) that

1 - EPr(C.1 ) < A < E Pr (Pi)

This bound is very tight for networks with elements of very

(2.18)

high availabilities.
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2.3.4 Network Decomposition

One of the more important formulas in reliability

theory deals with subdividing a network G into two simpler

networks G
1

and G2. In doing so we have to analyze two

simpler subnetworks instead of the more complex original

network. The technique starts by a choice of a component

(link) x which appears to bind the reliability structure

of the problem (27), (30). The s-t availability and unavaila-

bility can be expressed as

A = Pr(s-t) = Pr(s-t/x)Pr(x) + Pr(s.t /x)Pr(x), (2.19)

A = Pr(s/t) = Pr(s/t/x)Pr(x) + Pr(s/t/R)Pr(R). (2.20)

If edge C of figure (2.3b) was taken as component x, then

the s-t availability calculation of G would be equivalent

to calculations shown in figure (2.4). This principle is

used extensively in transforming non-series-parallel net-

works to simpler series-parallel networks as could be seen

from figure (2.4).

Another procedure used in practical reliability analysis

is to decompose the system into different subsystems where

each subsystem can be replaced by one equivalent element.

The procedure starts by choosing a module (a set of components)

connecting a pair of vertices, then replacing this module with

one element (edge) with a sucess and failure probability

equal to the availability and unavailability of the module.

Any procedure can be used to determine the availability of



the module. Note here that the vertices s and t cannot be

elements of such a module. It has been shown that if the

approximate equations of (2.15) or (2.17) were used in

finding module availabilities, then the modular decomposi-

tion would improve the reliability bound of the system in

comparison with direct approximation of the original system

(27).

2.3.5 Reliability Block Diagram

We assume here that the network is a series-parallel

system. A network reliability block diagram is drawn first

with one block for each component. We assume knowledge for

each block of at least two of the measures, availability

Ai, mean up time U., mean down time D., and mean cycle time

T
c,

(or its inverse, the failure frequency f) (35). Note
1

that the knowledge of any two measures is sufficient in

calculating other measures using

A = = 1 - ,

T
c

T
c

Tc = U + D .
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The procedure is to replace all blocks in series with one

block and all blocks in parallel with another, and continue

doing so until the network is reduced to one block. The

series block connections can be reduced using

A = II A1 . , (2.23)



Figure 2.4: Network decomposition around edge c.

P(s'?(t) = PWX-t)
G1

P(c) + P(sict)P(C)
cl
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1 1

11 U. (2.24)
I '

and parallel blocks can be reduced with

A= n R. ,

1 1

D I Di '

where I denotes the set of elements to be reduced.

(2.25)

(2.26)

It was noted in 2.3.4 that a non-series-parallel network

can be decomposed into two subnetworks; one with availability

A
s
resulting from assuming a binding component to be

operational (short circuited), and another with availability

A
o

assuming the binding component is not operational (open

circuited). The same technique could be applied here with

A = A
s
A. + A

o
A. ,

. 1 . 1
1 1

f = f A. + f R. + (A
.

A
.

) f.
S. 1 o. 1 s 01

11 1

(2.27)

(2.28)

This decomposition method can be used in conjunction with

equations (2.23)-(2.26) to solve the network reliability

of figure (2.3b) to yield

where

Pr(s-t) =A=A
sc
A
c
+ A

oc c '

f=f
sc
A
c
+f

oc
A
c

+ (A
sc

- A
oc

) f
c

,

A
sc

= (1 - ikaAb) (1 - AdAe)
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A
os

= 1 - AaAd) (1 - AbAe)

4.

A
d
A
eAaAb (n .4.n Ill 7 7

)

fsc D
a
D
b

""ab1"--'d'e' D D (Dd+De)(1-AaAb),
d e

A
a
A
d

A
b
A
e

f = (U+Ud) (1-AbAe ) (U +U )(1-A A )
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a
U
d

+
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e
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2.3.6 Modified Cut-Sets and Path-Sets

The computational problems of the inclusion-exclusion

principle that accompanied the cut-set and path-set techniques

in reliability problems is tackled here. Methods have been

devised, using a computer, to generate mutually exclusive

sets of events (modified cut-sets) that when true would

sever all communications between vertices s and t (36).

Each of these generated events contains a minimal s-t cut-set,

and collectively they cover all the different ways for which

s/t. Assume a network G with a set of modified cut-sets

C = {
n
}. Since the sets are mutually exclusive,

the network s-t unavailability can be found by

A = Pr(s/t) = E Pr(a.)
i=1

The network shown in figure (2.3), as a demonstration,

has a set of modified cut-sets

-C = {abde, abcde, abcd, abcde, abce, ab }.

(2.29)

Papers have also been written about modified path-sets (37),

(38), for which

A = Pr(s-t) = E Pr (Pi)

where I denotes the set of modified paths.

(2.30)
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2.3.7 Network Simulation

Suppose that the failure probability (unavailability)

of any edge (link) of the network is a. A direct scheme is

to generate a random number between 0 and 1 for each edge.

If the number is less than a then the edge is removed from

the network; otherwise the edge remains. The resultant net-

work after such edge removals has the needed information to

determine the measure in consideration, e.g., whether vertex

s communicates with vertex t (s-t). Keep generating other

sets of random numbers and computing the measure. The sample

average would give the estimate of the measure. Other more

efficient methods have been devised to compute other

reliability measures such as the expected number of communi-

cating vertex (node) pairs (14), (39), but we will not

pursue this.
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III DEPENDENT FAILURE RELIABILITY MODEL (3-MODEL)

WITH APPLICATIONS TO SPECIAL SYSTEMS

3.1 Preliminaries

In Chapter I, we showed that correlation between

line failures is one effect of commonality in the use of

equipment, especially in the use of multipair cables in the

local telephone loop and the use of common switching equip-

ment in the local switching office. Note that all the

communication links from a central processor (CPU) will

most likely share a multipair cable all the way to a local

switching office before branching possibly into different

short-haul and long-haul communication systems en route to

different terminals or other devices. We assume in the model

proposed here (3-model) that the rate of failure of a line

increases from X to 3X when any adjacent line (sharing a

common node) fails. We assume that components (communica-

tion lines) are in their useful life period with constant

and equivalent failure rates. The 3-model is an obvious

extension of the cc-model introduced by Spragins (27), (7),

for which the failure rate of a line increases from X to as

whenever any line, not just an adjacent line, in the system

fails (the system becomes "sick"). We will assume throughout

this chapter that vertices (nodes) are perfect.
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Even though the (i-model was developed as a result of

problems encountered in the use of common carrier communica-

tion links by computer networks, it can be applied to a

wide variety of other situations where failures are correlated

in a similar manner. All the computer algorithms of this

chapter, as well as those in the next chapter, are coded

in FLECS and have been run on the CYBER time sharing computer

system at Oregon State University. IMSL subroutines were

used occasionally.
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3.2 Centralized Computer Network

with N Distributed Terminals-Figure 3.1

This case has been analyzed by Spragins (7). It is

repeated here for comparison with the other cases.

Consider a centralized communication network, shown

in figure (3.1), with N adjacent lines. Let all components

be in their useful life period, with time to failure (TTF)

exponentially distributed with failure rate A. The failure

rate of any communication line increases to 0X when any

adjacent line fails. Assume adequate repair facilities

exist and time to repair (TTR) of failed lines is exponen-

tially distributed with a constant failure rate A. Hence,

with k denoting the number of lines down;

A
k = A

Ak =

k = 1-1

k = 0 ,

k = 1,2,...,N-1 , Q >1 ,

k = 1,2,...,N .
(3.1)

Note that the coefficient f3 is equal to one for an indepen-

dent failure model. The above process can be modeled with

a modified Birth-Death process (40), (41) with an equili-

brium solution

k
(N) N (N) II

Pk = (K ) Po i=1 (X. / 1
11.)-1

-1

P (N) = (1+E (k ) II (A. /IA.))-1 1
k=1 1=1 1

(3.2)
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Figure 3.1: A centralized computer system con-
sisting of one central CPU and N
distributed terminals.



(

where P
k
N) denotes the probability of having k communica-

tion lines down out of N adjacent lines and (k) denotes a

binomial coefficient. Substituting equations (3.1) into

(3.2) yields the steady state (3-model probabilities (as

shown in Appendix 3.1)

(N) ((3))kPk () = (
k

)
f3-1+(14.(3p)N ,

P(N) =
5

13-1+(1+13p)N

46

(3.3)

(3.4)

where p= X/11 (3.5)

Let the number of devices down be equal to M;

0 < M < N. A good way to display the results of the f3-model

is by plotting the probability that at least m lines are

down

P(M>m) = E P(N) = E (k) 13-1+(13( ])_+)
k=m k=m

(3.6)

Such plots are more meaningful if they are normalized in the

following manner, however. A mean per line availability A

as defined in (1) equals

A =
1

E (N-k)P(N) (13)
(R-1)+(1+1Sp)

N-1

k=0 (13-1)+(l+p)a
(3.7)

Data reported by Provetero (1), which was used by Spragins

(7), indicates the mean per line availability A equals

0.988 for the system Provetero monitored. Keeping A constant

and equal to 0.988, equation (3.6) is plotted for various

values of R in figure (3.2) (using computer program 3.1).
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Alternative forms of the above equations were introduced

by Spragins (7) in order to analyze Provetero's measurements.

Defining a per line availability with at least one other

line down Al

Ul 1
A =
1 U

1
+D 1+8p ,

where average up time with at least one line down is

1
U1 = --
1 X

and average down time is

D =

(3.8)

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

Substitution of these definitions into equations (3.3) and

(3.4) yields

(N)
)

kAN-k(N)
P
k (8) = (k) 1 1

(8-1)A
1
+1

(N)
Al

P
o (8)

(8-1)A +1
1

(3.10)

(3.11)

Spragins (7) analyzed Provetero's data and obtained average

number of operating lines at a given time, N, equal to 21,

Al = 0.930, 8 = 23.2, and average p = 0.0032. Using the

above parameters a comparison is made in figure (3.3)

between results of equation (3.10) when independent line

failures are assumed and when dependent failures are assumed,

with the same mean per line availability A as above (computer
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9.00

M

Figure 3.2: Probability that at least M lines

of 30 adjacent lines,are down, versus Y.



program 3.2 was used). Defining the percentage of outages

involving multiple lines to equal

1 - (P
o

+ P
1

)

100%
1 - P

o

49

(3.12)

figure 3.3 indicates that more than 55% of the outages

would involve multiple lines for the system studied by

Provetero while the same system would only be expected to

involve 12% of such multiple lines outages if independent

failures were assumed. Note that this result is very close

to the result reported by Provetero, that approximately

half of the line outages involved multiple line failures.
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k

Figure 3.3: Probability if k lines, of 21 adjacent
lines, are down, Pk (A versus k.
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3.3 A System of Two Redundant Components

with Other Connecting Components

Attached at Both Nodes-Figure 3.4

Consider the redundant system shown in figure (3.4)

with identical components (communication lines) as far as

their reliability is concerned. Assume exponential distri-

bution on both time-to-failure (TTF) and time-to-repair

(TTR) of components and unlimited repair facilities. Since

the sets and {R} are not adjacent, they are mutually

independent from the -model viewpoint. Let L and R denote

the events that all the elements in the above sets are up,

and L and R denote the complements of these events, i.e.,

the event that at least one element of the corresponding set

is down.

The system unavailability A is

A = P(11:1) = P(M7)/LR)P(LR) + P(;S/LR)P(ER)

+ P(aS/Lk)P(Lk) + P(TS/Lii)P(LR) . (3.13)

The individual probabilities can be found from

equations (3.3) and (3.4) as shown below:

(P(LR) = P(L)P(R) = Pam) 0) Po
(n)

(Q)

P(ER) = P(L)P(R) = [1-Pc()m) (a)] p()n) (a) ,
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P(LR) = P(L)P(R) = P((3m) (3) [1Pc()n)

P(Lk) = P(L)P(R) = (1-Pr) (6)]

2
P(;S/LR) = 10;2)(6) = (Sp)

(3)]

[ 1-Pc()11) (6) ] , (3.14)

(3.15)

13+26p+030
2

Note that if any element (line) of L and/or R has failed,

then the redundant system of a and b follows the birth-

death equations (3.1) with Xi = 6X and ui = p for all i.

Hence,

2

P(aS/LR) = P(;E/Lk)= P(17)/ER) = = (6p)
21+24+(3p)

(3.16)

Substituting equations (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16) into

equation (3.13) yieldsi

A
= -

p(m) )p(n)to [p2) 1,2)()]

The above system unavailability is shown in figures (3.5A),

(3.5B), and (3.5C) (using computer program 3.3) for different

values of m, n, and 8. As an example the two node unavaila-

bility for m = 2, n = 3, and p = 0.01 is 0.00135 when

6 = 10 while the independent failure model (6 = 1) gives

1
For k (k>2) equivalent redundant components system

connected in the same manner as the two redundant system of
figure (3.4), the unavailability is

A
P
(k)

- P(m) (6)pon)
L

rp(k k) (k) (,)]

o k
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Figure 3.4: Redundant system with other connecting
links, the setiLj= and

the settR. r ...r
l' 2' n,
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Figure 3.5A; System unavailability, A, of two
redundant components with other connect-
ing components attached at both nodes
for m . 1, and n = 1.
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Figure 3.5B: System unavailability, A, of two
redundant components with other connecting
components attached at both nodes for
m = 3, and n = 2.
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Figure 3.5C: System unavailability, A, of two
redundant components with-other connecting
components attached at both nodes for
m = 5, and n = 4.
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unavailability equal to 0.000098 a difference of about a

factor of 13.

The above can be a model of a computer and a terminal

with communication links consisting of leased and dial-up

point-to-point lines. The set {L} can represent the lines

with commonality at the central computing office (i.e., all

the communication lines into the CPU) while the set {R}

can represent the lines with commonality to the link between

the terminal and the local switching office (i.e., the lines

sharing part of the multipair cable in the local loop with

lines a and b).
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3.4 A Standby System of Primary and Secondary

Communication Lines with a Switch-Figure 3.6

Consider the standby system shown in figure (3.6)

in which the standby component is used as a backup system.

When the primary fails, the secondary takes over and the

failed unit becomes the secondary. The type of redundancy

is determined by the parameter, 8, which determines the

relative failure rate, eX, of the standby component. The

standby unit could be in any of three different modes (42);

I - Cold Standby (8 = 0): Standby cannot fail.

Power is normally not connected to the stand-

by unit in this case.

II - Warm Standby (0<8<l): Failure of standby

(secondary) unit is less likely than failure

of the primary.

III - Hot Standby (8 = 1): Standby unit is as likely

to fail as the primary. Power is usually

connected to the standby unit in this mode,

i.e., parallel components.

Another factor in the standby system that is often

neglected is the average switching time l/. Time-to-

switch (TTS) is usually neglected since it is normally much
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Figure 3.6: A standby system of primary (P) and
secondary (S) components with a switch
(sw) connecting two nodes.

Figure 3.7: State transition diagram of standby
system shown in figure 3.6. TTF, TTR,
and TTS are exponentially distributed.
State notations UU, UD, DD, and SW cor-
respond to states with primary up and
secondary up, primary up and secondary
down, both primary and secondary down,
and switching state respectively.
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less than either the TTF or TTR. We will assume here that

TTS is finite and exponentially distributed, as are TTF

and TTR. The state transition diagram for figure (3.6)

is shown in figure (3.7). Steady state equations of figure

(3.6) can be written using the fact that, under equilibrium,

the average rate of transitions into a state equals the

average rate of transitions out of the state,

The above

to yield

where

-(1+0)), p

6A -(1-1+f3A)

A 0

0

can be solved with the

P
UU

+ P
UD

+ PSW
+ P

DD
=

(1+8)ap
2

P

0

-2p

normalizing

1 ,

+ 2 ,

P
UU

PUD

PSW

D

equation

o

0
. (3.18)

0

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

DD
1

P
(1+0) (1+0p)ap

2
+ C1

SW C
1
C
2
C
3

20+ (1 +0)C4
C
I
C
3

2

UU Cl

C
1

= (1 + 0) (2 + p

C
2

= 1 + (1 + 0)

C
3

= 1 + S + Bp



C
4
= $p + 26 ,

p = x/p ,

S= UP

and the unavailability of the standby system is

A = P +
SW PDD

Figures (3.8A) , (3.8B) , and (3.8C) show this un-
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(3.24)

(3.25)

availability for p = 0.01-0.1, e = 0, 0.5, 1.0, 6 = 1-100

and 8 = 1, 10, 20, 30- (Computer program 3.4). As an

example, for p = 0.01, 6 = 30 and 8 = 0.5 the unavailability

of the standby system is 0.00108 for 8 = 10 while the

independent failure model gives an unavailability value

of 0.00039, a difference of about a factor of three. For

the p and S = 100, a difference of over a factor of five is

noticed for the hot standby system (8 = 1.0).
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Figure 3.8A: System unavailability, q, of standby
system of primary and secondary communication
lines with a switch. 0 = 0.
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Figure 3.8B: System unavailability, A, of standby
system of primary and secondary communica-
tion lines with a switch. 9.= 0.5.
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Figure 3.8C: System unavailability, X, of standby

system of primary and secondary communication
lines with a switch. 6) = 1.0.



3.5 Systems with General Distribution on Repair

The exponential assumption made on the down time

distribution (TTR) is often rather doubtful. In many

applications it is more realistic to use distributions

with increasing or decreasing repair rates. Since the

exponential distribution assumption results in a Markovian

system with straight forward analysis, such an assumption

is made whenever the down time distribution is close

to an exponential distribution. The process becomes non-

Markovian if the down time cannot be represented by a single

exponential distribution.

In describing systems with a non-exponential repair

distribution, we let X denote a continuous positive random

variable specifying the duration of component (line) repair,

with probability density function (pdf) f(x) and probability

distribution function (PDF) F(x). Hence (see equation 2.6);

the transitional rate is

(x)
f(x)

1 - F(x)
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(3.26)

3.5.1 A Redundant System (Parallel Components) with Restricted

Repair Facilities-Figure 3.4

Consider the redundant system of lines a and b shown in

figure (3.9). Failure is exponentially distributed and

repair has a general distribution. Assume the repair
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Figure 3.9: A redundant communication line system
(a and b) connecting perfect nodes.

Figure 3.10: State transition diagram of figure 3.9
with restricted repair facilities.
State notation (0,UP), (1,UP) and
(2,DN) correspond to state 0 with
zero failures and system up, state 1
with one failure and system. up, and

state 2 with two failures and system
down, respectively.
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facilities are restricted in such a way that repair on a

newly failing unit is not started until repair of any unit

already in repair is completed. This process of failure/

repair is a non-Markovian stochastic process with discrete

states in continuous time. Normally, inclusion of sufficient

supplementary variables (time expended in repair in this case)

in the specification of the system state results in a

Markovian process (43), (44). The state transition diagram

of the redundant system of figure (3.9), with failures

following the 8-model, is shown in figure (3.10).

Let Pi(t) denote the probability that the redundant

system is in state i at time t and let

P (x;t) = lim 1 Pr (system is in state i at
Ax *0+ Ax

time t, and repair was

started during time interval

(x-Ax, x)) . (3.27)

The forward equations of the resulting Markovian process

can be written by considering the transitions of the system

in figure (3.10) during a time increment At,

P
o
(t+At) = P

o
(t)(1-2XAt) + At lc)o ?

1
(x;t) u (x)dx+O(At),

(3.28)

P
1
(x+At;t+At) = P

1
(x;t)(1-8XAt-p(x)At) + 0(At), (3.29)

P2(x+At;t+At) = P2(x;t)(1-11(x)At) + 8AP1(x;t)At

+ 0(At) , (3.30)

for x > 0, and for x = 0



P
1
(0;t) =

2
AP

o
(t) + I

o

oo
p(x)P

2
(x;t) dx ,

P
2
(0;t) = 0 .
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(3.31)

(3.32)

The boundary condition equations are a result of the con-

straints that any transition into state 1 implies no

accumulation of repair time (x = 0) and that it is

impossible to be in state 2 with no accumulation of repair

time. It is assumed here that no simultaneous state transi-

tions are possible and that repair on a failed units starts

immediately. The resulting differential equations can be

written as At±0
+

,

aP
o
(t)

at
+
,_

2
AP

o
(t) + Jooo.e1(x;t)p(x) dx ,

aP
1 '

(x-t) aP
1 '

(x.t)

at ax
(3A+11(x)) Pi(x;t) ,

(3.33)

(3.34)

9P
2 '

(x.t) aP
2 '
(x-t)

at ax
18AP

1 '

(x.t) - 11(x)P
2
(x;t) , (3.35)

with t > 0, x > 0. (3.36)

The primary interest here is in the steady state availabilities.

The above equations reduce in the equilibrium case to,

Po
1 00

PI \

o
=

2A 0 dx ,

(A + p(x)) P1 (x) ,

dx
8X P

1
(x) - 1.1(x) P

2
(x)

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.39)



P1
2 o

foop (x) P
2
(x) dx ,

P
2
(0) = 0 .
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(3.40)

(3.41)

The above equations together with the normalizing equation,

2

o
foop
o

(x) dx +
foop
o 2

(x) dx = 1 ,

i=0

can be solved as shown in Appendix 3.2 to yield the

unavailability

where

A 2(Bp G-1)
2 + 2p)

(3.42)

(3.43)

r ( 1 oo
-'77T1 ' --- f(x) dx = average repair time ,

p(x=) (3.44)

- Ax oo
G = E(e ) = I e f(x) dx , (3.45)

P = X/11 (3.46)

Two examples of such a system, with different distributions

on repair times, are given.

Example 3.1

Assume the time spent in repair is distributed accord-

ing to a third-order Erlangian distribution (7) with pdf,

2 -x«( «x)«( «x) e
cc

f(x) =
2!

(3.47)

The above distribution has a mean E(x) = 1 = 2 , a standard

1
deviation = / and a coefficient of variation C = 6u =

v3

This distribution has an increasing repair rate p(x) and is



less dispersed than the exponential distribution. Sub-

stituting equation (3.47) into equation (3.45) yields

3
27

G
(cc + f3X)

3
(3 + 1303'
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(3.48)

Substituting into equation (3.43) yields system unavaila-

bility

7 2 [ 27 - (1-13p) (3+1303A
3

27 + 2p (3+8,p)
(3.49)

Plots of system unavailability A for the above

distribution are shown in figure (3.11) (using computer

program 3.5). An increase of over a factor of S in unavaila-

bility of the redundant system is observed, with all values

of p used, when the dependent failure model is compared with

results of the independent failure model of figure (3.11).

Example 3.2

Assume the time spent in repair of the redundant

system of figure (3.9) has a Hyper-exponential distribution.

Such a distribution has a decreasing repair rate and is more

dispersed than the exponential distribution. The pdf is

f(x) = 2cc2ue
-2ccux

+ 2(1-cc)
2
Ile

-2(1-cc)px

with a mean E(x) = , standard deviation

r 16 = - - 1] 2 , and a coefficient of variation
1-1 2 (1-«)

C = 6u 1 1
2 (1-0:)

(3.50)

. Note that this distribution is more
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p

Figure 3.11: System unavailability, A, of two
parallel components with a third order
Erlangian distribution on TTR and
restricted repair facilities.



likely to fit data from most repair facilities since an

increase in repair time, x, normally implies a higher delay

due to possibly ordering defective components, a need for

the physical removal of other units, etc. This implies a

decreasing repair rate. Substituting equation (3.50) into

equation (3.45) yields

2Q2
2(1-0c)

2

G 6p+2« 60-2(1-a)

Substituting the above into equation (3.43) yields

A 6(6p+G-1)
2 (G +2p)
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(3.51)

(3.52)

A plot of the redundant system unavailability is

shown in figure (3.12) for C = 1.50 (Computer program 3.6).

We note from figure (3.12) that an increase of just under a

factor of 6 is observed when the dependent failure model

(s-model) is compared with the independent failure model

(S= 1) .

3.5.2 A Redundant System (Parallel Components) with Un-

restricted Repair Facilities-Figure 3.9

We will study here essentially the same redundant

system, figure (3.9), as in section 3.5.1 with exponential

distribution on times to repair. In this case we will

assume unrestricted repair facilities exist (repair starts

on a failing unit even if the other unit is in repair).

A general treatment of this case would involve analysis of
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Figure 3.12: System unavailability, I, of two
parallel components with a Hyper-exponential
distribution on TTR (C = 1.5) and restricted
repair facilities.
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the state transition diagram shown in figure (3.13). Two

supplementary variables x and y (the time elapsed since

repair began on each failed unit) are needed to define

state 2. The supplementary variable method becomes quite

complicated; i.e., the repair rate from state 1 differs

depending on whether the failed unit arrived from state

0 or state 2; and solution generally may not be possible

(44). A method called the device of stages can be used in

tackling such problems (44). The time to repair a unit (a

communication line) is modeled by "M" stages with exponential

distribution on time the failed unit spends in each stage.

The repair process, hence, the whole process, becomes

Markovian provided the state description contains the repair

stage the failed unit has reached. The division of the repair

process into stages (series, parallel, or a combination of

both) can, at least approximately, fit many practical dis-

tributions. The division of the repair process into stages

is an operational device and may not necessarily have any

physical significance. We will present two examples here,

one with a decreasing failure rate and another with an

increasing failure rate.

Example 3.3

Assume the repair process of the redundant system

of figure (3.9) consists of three equivalent stages in series

as shown in figure (3.14). Let X denote the random variable

of component repair time. Hence, X is the sum of three



exponentially distributed random variables, all with the

same parameter m. The Laplace transform of the distribution

of X is

cc

F(s) - ( )

3

s + m

and the corresponding pdf is the third order Erlangian

density function

f(x)
cc(mx)2e - x

2!
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(3.53)

(3.54)

Note that the distribution resulting from the series of

stages assumption (Erlangian distribution) has an increasing

repair rate and is less dispersed than the exponential

distribution. The stage transition diagram is shown in figure

(3.15). The state availabilities are:

P
o

= p
0

3

P
1
= E P
1=1
3 3

P
2

= E E P
213

.

.

i=1 3=i

(3.55)

The steady state equation for figure (3.14) can be written

as:

(D, P = 0 ,

where 0 = a null column vector (10x1) and

(3.56)
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Figure 3.13: State transition diagram of the
redundant system of figure 3.9
with unrestricted repair facilities.



Repair caci/ify

Figure 3.14: Down time distribution consists of
three series exponentially distri-
buted stages, with the same paramet-
ers on time unit being repaired
spends in each stage.

aA
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Figure 3.15: State transition diagram of figure 3.9
assuming the repair process consists
of three series stages as shown in
figure 3.14. The first numeric of
above states indicates the system
state a shown in figure 3.13 while
the remaining numerics denote the sta-
ges of repair operations being carried
out on failed units.



(PO'Pll'Pl21P13'P211'1)2121132131P222'1)223'1)233)T'

= the transition matrix shown below (10x10),

-2X 0 0 «

2X -((A+m) 0 0

0 « -(ax+-) o

0 0 - -(a),+-)

0 (3X
0 0

0 0 In 0

0 0 0 13,A

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0: 0 0

0 0 0 0 .

0 0 0 0 0

-2cc 0 0 0 0

2 -2m 0 0 0

0 cc -2m 0 0

0 « 0 -2cc 0

0 0 « 2m -2cc

0 0 0 0 «

0

2m

Equation (3.56) can be solved with the normalizing equation

Po + P1 + P2 = 1 ,

to yield the system unavailability
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(3.57)

A = P2 = P
211

+ P
212

+ P
213

+ P
222

+ P
223

+ P
233'

(3.58)

as shown in figure (3.16) (from computer program 3.7).

An increase of system unavailability of about a factor

of 3 is observed in figure (3.16) when dependent failure

models are compared with the independent failure model

((3 = 1.0) for all values of p.

Example 3.4

A more practical distribution on TTR of the redundant

system of figure (3.9) would have a decreasing repair rate.



.10

.01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06

Figure 3.16: System unavailability, A, of two
parallel components with a third order
Erlangian distribution on TTR and
unrestricted repair facilities.



This could be achieved by assuming that the repair process

consists of two (or more) parallel stages as shown in

figure (3.17). This yields a second order hyper-exponential

distribution for repair time (44) identical to that in equa-

tion (3.50). The state transition diagram is shown in

figure (3.18). The state availabilities are

= p

P
1

= P
11

+ P
12

,

P
2

= P
211

+ P
221

+ P
222

The equilibrium equation of figure (3.18) is

(1) P = 0 ,

where P = (P ,P ,P ,P ,P ,P )

T
o 11 12 211 212 222 '
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(3.59)

(3.60)

and (I) = the transition matrix is shown below, (6x6)

-2A 2ccp 2(1-0) 11 0 0 0

2qA -(RX+2«p) 0 4ccp 2(1-cc)p 0

2(1-cc)A 0 -(3X+2(1-cc)p) 0 2ccp 4(1-cc)1-t

0 «In 0 -4ccp 0 0

0 (1-0) 8A min 0 -211 0

0 0 (1 -«) 8A 0 0 -4(1-cc ) p

This can be solved with the normalizing equation

Po + P
1
+ P2 = 1 , (3.61)



R fcki Cure I unit is
repaired

I 2 - cx)

Figure 3.17: Down time distribution consists of
two parallel exponentially distributed
stages with parameters ckandp- on time
repaired unit spends in each stage.

Figure 3.18: State transition diagram of redundant
system of figure 3.9 assuming the repair
process consists of two parallel stages
as shown in figure 3.17. The first num-
eric of above states indicates the sys-
tem state shown in figure 3.13 while re-
maining numerics denote the stages of
repair being carried out on failed unit.



to yield the unavailability

A = P
2

= P
211

+ P
212

+ P
222

81

(3.62)

as shown in figure (3.19) for C = 1.5 (computer program 3.8).

Note that unavailability values have not changed from the

previous example and figure (3.19) is a duplicate of figure

(3.16). This is due to the absence of queues in the repair

facilities as a result of the nonrestricted behavior of such

facilities. The mean time both units are in repair is only

a function of their mean repair time E (x), mean failure time

1/X, and a.



.10 -

1 1 1 I 4 I I I u I I

.01 . 02 . 0 3 . 0 4 . 0 5 . 06

p

Figure 3.19: System unavailability, I., of two
parallel components with a Hyper-exponential
distribution (C = 1.5) and unrestricted
repair facilities.
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APPENDICES TO CHAPTER III



Appendix 3.1: Proof of equations (3.3) and (3.4) using

equations (3.1) and (3.2)

Letting p = A/p , and

substituting equations (3.1) into equations (3.2) yields

But

(N) N (N)
k

Pk (8) (k) Po (in II (xi-1/0 ,

i.1

P
(N)

(8) = 1 - II P
k
(N)

(8) = 1 - (

N
k ) P

(N)
(a)

k=1 k=1
k
II (Xi-1 /p) .

i=1

(al)

(a2)
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(N) N (N)
11 Pk (8) = (k )Po (8) IT (Xi-1 /u)
k=1 k=1 i=1

N (N) O k-1
= ( k)Po (8)PP)
k=1

(N) N(N-1) N(N-1)(N-2 2

PPo (8) N+ c3

!

(p) +
3!

(8P)

(N)
Po

N(13P) + (13P)
N(N-1)

2!

2 N (N-1) (N-2)
3 !

+ (
N-11

P
(N)

(a) N
° E (Nk) OP)

k
1

13 k=0

Po
(N)

( (8) r
N_ [(1 + 8,p) - 1 ] .

13

(80
3

+ +(8P)1\1]

Substituting into (a2) gives

(N) 6
P 0 (R) + (l+p)

N

(a3)

(a4)



Substituting into (al) then gives

p (N)
(f3) (N)

k + (143p)
(a5)
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Appendix 3.2: Proof of equation (3.43) using equations

(3.37)-(3.42)

Equation (3.38) states

17)1(x) + (ap+ p(x))Pi(x) =

Hence, from (6)

P1 (x) = P1(0) exp [-JA+U(x))dx] = P1 (0)e-Xx(1-F(x)).

(bl)

Note that exp [-Ip(x)dx] = 1-F(x) (b2)

o 1-G
so P

1 Jo
,

P1 (0) '

(b3)

where G = 41))8-C3Xxf(x) dx . (b4)

From equation (3.39)

P2 (x) + u(x) P2 (x) = 8XP1(x) .

Hence, from (7)

P2 (x) = (1-F (x) ) [ Ix 13XP1 (w) dw + CP2 (0)] .

1-F (w)

But P
2
(0) = 0 from equation (3.36), and using equation

(bl) yields

P2(x) = aXP1(0)(1-F(x))

= P1(0) (1-e
-fax)

(1-F (x) ) .

f(x)
Noting that p(x) , the above yields

1-F(x)

(b5)



P2
fOOp N.a r 1 G-1

2 20clux _ _ 1, 0

1.1
] 1( ) '

1 oo 1where 17 = fo p(X)
f(x) dx

Substituting (b5) into equation (3.40) yields

P1(0) = 2XP0 P1(0) fr(1-e-13Xx)f(x) dx

= 2XP + (1-G) P
1
(0) .

Hence P (0) = P
1 G o

Substituting (b7) into (b3) and (b5) yields

2(1-G)
P
1

P
o

,

2 G
P2 (p -71-) Po '
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(b6)

(b7)

(b8)

(b9)

(b10)

where p = X/p.

Substituting (b9) and (b10) into the normalizing equation

(3.42) yields

P
o

G
G+2P

Substituting the above into (b9) and (b10) yields

2(1-G)
P
1 (3.(G+2p) '

A = p, - 2(3P + G-1)
(G+ 2p)

(b11)
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IV DEPENDENT FAILURES MODEL (4-T MODEL)

WITH APPLICATIONS TO DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER NETWORKS

4.1 Introduction

The problem of correlated failures in distributed

computer networks with communication links provided by

common carrier systems, discussed in Chapter I, is tackled

here. It was noticed in Chapter I that failure correla-

tions of communication lines are such that line unavail-

abilities, or average failure rates of lines (as in the

13-model of Chapter III), increase as adjacent lines start

failing (1), (2), (3). The same general idea is carried

in the Q - W model discussed below, which can be used in

determining the source-terminal communication reliability

of distributed communication networks. Since this thesis

tackles communication line failure correlation, we will

assume that all vertices (nodes) are perfect. We also

assume that there is no direct redundancy (two or more

parallel links) between any pair of nodes.

Consider the network G(VxE) where E denotes the set

of network edges (links) and V denotes the set of vertices

(nodes) of the network. Given a source node s and a termin-

al node t (s,tcV), the probability that s communicates with

tl(s-t), is the measure in question. We define the measure

of s not being able to communicate with tt(s/t), such that
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P(s/t) = 1 - P(s-t) .
(4.1)

The reason for looking at the failure of the communication

process is that the order of the number of paths between

any pair of nodes is greater than the number of cuts for

networks with average node degree (average number of inci-

dent links on network nodes) greater than four, i.e., number

of links in the network greater than twice the number of

network nodes (4). In calculating equation (4.1), we will

use the modified cut-sets discussed in Chapter II. An

advantage of using such modified cuts, besides their mutually

exclusive property, lies in the time and memory core needed

for generating such cuts. While both time and core memory

needed in generating network cut-sets are exponential in

behavior with number of elements in the network, core

memory needed in generating modified cut-sets is linear in

behavior and time needed in such generation is only exponen-

tial with the total number of network elements. The

procedure we propose to follow in finding P(s/t) is summar-

ized below:

I - Generate the minimum set of s-t modified cut-

sets C = {a1,62,...,6w} which are mutually

exclusive using the algorithm in (4). Every

modified cut, ai, generated contains a prime

s-t cut, and every state of the network in which

s and t cannot communicate is contained in one



of the modified s-t cuts (4). Equation (4.1)

can be calculated by

w w
P(s/t) = P( C )= E P(C.) .

i=1 i=1 1

II-Letthemodifiedcute.consist of n. links,

90

(4.2)

with ek denoting the state of link k (either ek

for links which are down, or ;lc for links which

are up) such that Ci = {el, e2, ,en }

Using the product rule for calculating joint

probabilities,

.

P(C.) = P(e )P(e
2
/e

1
)P(e

3
/e

1
e
2
)....

P(e
n.

/e
1
e
2
...e ) .

1
ni_i

(4.3)

III - The conditional probabilities of equation (4.3),

which will be represented by P(2 /W), can be found

from the q -V model equations developed in the

next few pages by determining the kind of

topological adjacency that exists between line Q

and the set {W}.
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4.2 Q-T Model

In the q-T model we assume that the unconditional

probability that any line, k, is down equals q. We also

assume that the conditional probability that line k is

down given that one or more lines sharing one common node

with 9, are down equals T>q. Note that q = T reduces the

model to an independent failure model. Consider the system

shown in figure 4.1 and let i,A,B, denote the states of line t,

the set of lines {A}, and the set of lines {B}. Note that

line 2, has only two states, up (t) and down (Q), while the

sets {A} and {B} can be in any states
ra

Biband B
i

(0<i<r -1).
r
aThe state A

o
will be defined to be the state of {A} with

r

at least one of its elements down, A, while Ai , i>0, will

denote the state of A with i of its elements up and the

states of other elements unspecified. The q -P model assump-

tions are

Pa) = q ,

P(Q /A) = P(2 /E) = T>q .

(4.4)

(4.5)

We derive here some general equations that will be

used later in our calculations of conditional probabilities.

Consider the r adjacent communication lines shown in figure

4.2, then
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Figure 4.1: Communication line Q is adjacent to oth
link sets A = al,...,aM1 and 43= b ,..

) 1 b rl

through nodes 1 and 2 respectively (first
level of adjacency between 1 and both A
and B)

a.

Figure 4.2: r adjacent lines. ,5 et Adenotes the set
of adjacent links .al,...parl.



(

P
k
r) = P(particular set of k lines down with other

r-k lines up)

k-1 k= 1r -, k>1 .
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(4.6)

This was computed by noting that the probability of the first

line being down equals q and the probability of a second

line down given first down equals T, etc.; while the

probability of a line being up given at least one is down

equals H = 1-T. The above yields

P (k of r lines down) = (r) q T
k-1 r-k

k>1. (4.7)

The probability that no lines are down, P
(r)

, can be cal-

culated by noting that,

P
(r)

+ (

r
k k

) P
(r)

= 1 (4.8)

k=1

which yields

P
(r)

=
T-q(1-Hr)

o
(4.9)

Appendix 4.1 shows that the probability at least one

line out of a preselected subset of i (out of r) communica-

tion lines is down equals

P
q Hr(H-i-1) (4.10)

The above yields the probability that all elements of the

subset {A.}C{A
r
} are up is

e (r,i)
P (Ai

1 (4.11)
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where 8 (r, i) = -gflr . (4.12)

Appendix 4.1 also shows that 0 <P(Air) <1, and that P(Air)

is a decreasing function of i.



4.3 First Adjacency Level

Consider a system consisting of a line "a" and an

adjacent set of lines {A}. Using equations (4.5) and

(4.11), the conditional probabilities are

P(a/A) = II ,

P(aA.r) e (r,i+1)
P(a/Air) =

P(A1-r) el(r'i)
i

Appendix 4.2 shows that P(a/Air) is a valid probability

and an increasing function of i. Figure 4.3 shows the

95

behaviorofP(a /A.1 r) as a function of i (obtained using

computer program 4.1). An example of Equation (4.14) is the

first level conditional probability for the system in

figure 4.4,

m+2 1
(m+2,2)

,

)

1-q(2-4) 1Im
P(a/A1 ) (m+2,1)

1-qe+1
(4.15)

The first level double adjacency probabilities for the two

nodes of figure 4.4 are (refer to Appendix 4.3 for proofs)

where

P(Z/A. B )

1 j 1

1

+6
2 1
(A.,B.) '

e ta!

ra
Lr bl = 2 P(7/A)P(7/1:3)

2`i ' Dj q ,-(UA)P(X/B)

(4.16)

(4.17)
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and P(k/A), P(VB) can be found from equations (4.13) and

(4.14). An example of this is the first level conditional

probability for the system in figure 4.4,

P(7/A,E) = 1
1

=
1 PT

2

plf2 .(4.18)
+-2-
q11

Note that P(7/A,B) P(7/A) = T. As an illustration of

conditional failure probability of line 9,, let q = 0.01

and T = 4q = 0.04. Then P(T/ii,E) = 3.67 P(7/is1).

1+6
2
(A

'

B)



Z 3 4 5 6 7 8

97-

Figure 4.3: Conditional probability that a commun-
ication line, ay is down, given that i adja-
cent lines sharing one common node with a
are up, P(5/A1 ), versus i.



y
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Figure 4.4: Communication line L has first level of
adjacency with both sets a/...ataxi and

tbi .bnyl and
a second level of adjacency

with sets x and v
g t-1"*Yh'

r
1

m+2

r2= n+2, r3= g+1, and r4= h+1.



4.4 Second Adjacency Level

Consider the system shown in figure 4.4 We want to

calculate P(i/W) and P(Q /WY), with the adjacency level

between line 9, and both sets DO and {Y} of second order.

Note that we are assuming here that the states of {A}, {B },

x and y are not defined; otherwise we will have a first

level adjacency problem as can be seen from equation (4.13).

Appendix 4.4 shows that

r
3

r 0 (r,

, 1

2)

1

,

41.'
(r

IP (Z/X. ) = + P(2,) ,

1 1
)
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(4.19)

r

1

3
where P(Z/A_ ) can be found from equations (4.14) or (4.15)

and states of {A}, A, correspond to the state of {X}, X

while 81(r,i) is calculated using equation (4.12). The

two node conditional probabilities are found in Appendix

4.5 to be

P (2,/k.i*.) = 1 P(Z/ki)P(2,/ )
1 3 13

where equation (4.19) can be used to find

P (Z/X.1 ')

r

3

4
P(Z/Y. )

.r, (r ,2)
II + P(Z/A.') 1

1 8
1
(r 1)

r e (r ,2)
II

p(246.4) r 1 2

3 Le (r 1)

(4.20)

To better understand the different conditional failure

unavailabilities of communication line 9,, plots of P(2 /...)

are shown in figure 4.5 for T = 4q using program 4.2. Note
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that the communication line unavailability is minimum when

all of the adjacent lines are up, P(7/AB), and maximum when

both sets of adjacent lines have at least one of their

lines down, P(7/AE). The conditional line unavailabilities

increase, as expected, from a low of P(2 /AB) through P(7/XY),

P(7/A), P(7/X), P(7), P(7/Xi), P(7/50, P(7/H), P(7/AB),

P(Q /A) to P(7/705).



.1E+0

.02
I

.03

5- P(1)
4- P(1/A)

2- P(1/XY)
1- P(1/AB)

.04
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.05 q

Figure 4.5: Conditional probability of a communication
line, 2., given different states of its first and
second adjacent sets, for 4)=-4q, P(1/...). Node
degrees, r, with number of uplines, i, are (4,2),
(3,1), (4,2), (3,1), for sets {Ai, Bj, IX), and
iY1 respectively.
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4.5 Assumptions made in Applications

of the Q - T Model

We state here some general assumptions we will be

making throughout this chapter and the justifications behind

them. Consider the network shown in figure 4.4. We will

assume in our calculations that failure correlation between

the sets iAl and 031 is entirely through line 1, hence

10(AA /i) = p(A/i)p(A/i) ,

while

P(AA) P(A)P(L) in general.

We will assume that

P(*/i) P(*) ,

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

if the distance (minimum number of connecting lines) between

the sets {W} and {z} is greater than two. Although the q -W

model does not indicate such states are completely indepen-

dent, a few calculations made below of the amount by which

probabilities would be changed if such dependencies were

included indicate such changes are negligible. Also, inclu-

sion of conditional probabilities with higher levels of

adjacency increases significantly the complexity of calcula-

tions. For similar reasons, we also assume



P (1;0) ,
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(4.26)

if the adjacency level between sets flAll and {F} is less

than the adjacency level between the sets {W} and {z}.

Figure 4.6 will be used here to illustrate the assumptions

made above. A percentage of deviation from the uncondi-

tional value, q, of line unavailability when first, second,

and third level adjacencies are considered is calculated.

Taking q to equal 0.01 and T to equal 4q, the first level

conditional adjacency yields

P(x
1
/x

2
) = T = 0.04 (a 300% deviation from q).

The first level conditional adjacency can be found from

equation (4.19)

81(3,2)
P(X

1
/R

3
) = T + = 0.010902,

81(3,1)

yielding approximately 9% deviation from q. The third

level conditional probability is shown below.

(4.27)

(4.28)

P(R
1
X
4

)

1
P(xl/x4) = .

x
3

P(x
1
x
4
/x

2
x
3
)P(x

4
/x

3
)P(x

2
/x

3
(x3

2

1

(3 2)

2
x
3

)

)

2
3

*10+ T

=
1

q

+ [1

q x
2

_ _
E P(x

1
/x

2
)P(x

e (3 2)
[ D.

01(3,1)

(3 2)
1 T

1

q+T

(3,1) P

0 (3 2)
1[ 1 ](3:1)]*

1
01(3,1)

= 0.010012 , (4.29)

which yields about 0.12% deviation from q. A comparison by

the reader of the deviations from q in the example given
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Figure 4.6: Five nodes network with first level

adjacencies, second level adjacencies,

and third level adjacencies.

Figure 4.7: A computer network of four nodes

and five links.
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above explains the reason for our belief that the states

of lines that are located far from each other in the network

(with distances between them greater than two) do not

affect the states of each other significantly, and, hence,

can be ignored in our calculations.
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4.6 Approach to Distributed Computer Networks

In most instances the communication lines used by the

computer network in question comprise only a small segment

of the total common carrier plant. Idealy we might tackle

the communication reliability problem for distributed

computer networks that are imbedded in a larger common

carrier communication network by taking the degree of node i,

ri, to denote the total number of adjacent lines with

failure correlation between them. Often, this would be much

higher than the number of adjacent lines, at node i, that

are used by the computer network and lead to a higher

communication unavailability, P(s/t). The total number of

lines sharing the same multipair cable from a CPUi to its

local switching office would be a logical degree of node i,

r., even though not all of these communication lines are

used by the computer. The primary difficulty with this is

that the information needed, such as the total number of

adjacent lines in a common carrier network, is normally not

divulged to users. We will almost always be forced to

restrict r in our formulas to the number of adjacent lines

in the subnetwork under consideration. If measurement data

allowing us to make more precise estimates of the parameters

in our model become available, such data is almost certain

to be for similar subnetworks, so this restriction is not
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necessarily a disadvantage. Improvements in the accuracy

of our models could probably be obtained with more precise

descriptions of the common carrier networks, in the same

manner that more precise information about the system being

modeled normally improves the accuracy of any model.
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4.7 Application of Q-T Model

Consider the computer communication network shown

in figure 4.7, with four nodes and five links. The nodes

are assumed to be perfect and the problem is computing

the reliability of communication between nodes s and t,

P(s-t). The first task is the generation of all s-t modified

cut-sets C
s-t . This is done using computer program 4.4

which follows the algorithm shown in (4). The modified

cut-sets generated are shown below:

where

and

C
s-t

,c ,

2
c
3c ' 4c ' 5c ' 61 '

cl = a b d ;

c
2
= a b d e c

c
3
= a b d e

c
4
= a b a ; c

c
5
= a b ,

c
6
=abce,

6

P(s/t) = E P(c.) .

1=1 1

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

As an illustration, the Q-T model will be used to find the

probability of the second modified cut c2,



P(C2) = P(a)P(S/a)P(d/aE)P(e/aSa)P(c/aEae)

= pP(T/A21 )P(I1/A3)P(T/A3132)P(k/A3E3)

109

(4.33)

with the final form following from the topology of figure

4.7, p = 1 - q and all the conditional probabilities are

first order adjacency probabilities that could be found

from equations (4.14) and (4.16).

The unavailability of communication between nodes

s and t of figure 4.7, computed from equation (4.32) is

plotted (using computer program 4.3) in figure 4.8. As an

example, for p = 0.01, the unavailability, P(s/t), increased

by 4.1 fold from 0.2019x10-3 for the independent failure

model (T = q) to 0.822x10-3 for the dependent failure model

with T = 4q.



Q

Figure 4.8: The two node, s-t, communication un-
availability of computer network shown in
figure 4.7, P(s,)4t).
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4.8 Second Adjacency Level (Special Systems)

Other node connections that might arise in some

systems are shown as dotted lines in figure 4.9. These

connections differ from previous ones in that the states

of z. must be taken into consideration when conditional

probabilities are calculated. The inclusion of these

z.'s affects the first adjacency calculations only in giving

new values to r
1
and/or r

2
. Note that the states of z

1

and/or z
2
must not be stated in the conditional probabilities

in order for them to be second adjacency level calculations.

We will first evaluate some probability functions that will

be used later in trying to find conditional probabilities.

Let us first define the state flags for events such as Wir,

0 if i=0 implying that at least one line is

down (W=177)

if i>17i lines of the {W} are up.

When line w
1

is incident on the set {W}, then equations

(4.13), (4.14), and (4.34) can be used to define

8,(r ,i+1)

Pw = P(w1A.1 ) = (1-sw
)11+ s w

wel(r
w'

i)

Consider the system shown in figure 4.10a. The

probability of the intersection of the two events xnw,

with a distance between them equal to one, is shown in

Appendix 4.6 to be

(4.34)

(4.35)



P P (1-P ) (1-P )

P(X,W.) = P(X)P(W) w x
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(4.36)

For the same system we will consider now the intersection

of two events kni- at a distance equal to two. Appendix

4.7 shows that

where

P(th = P(*)P(i-) e
3
(r

3'
P
x
,P
y

) , (4.37)

8 (r,2) r-2
11e (r

Px
) P P + Px (1-P )+

T

3 Py p6
1

(r, p yeH (r,l)
(1-Px ) Py

1 1

+ (1-P
x
) (1-P ) .

Now let's consider the system shown in figure 4.10b.

Appendix 4.8 shows that

P(kk) = P(k) e
4
(r

1
,r

2'
P
x
,P
x

)

where

1 1
e (r , ,P , ) Px(1-Py)4 1

r
2 x

P
y l+pq()11)2 PxPy

+
l+pTH-1gbi

1 qii
+ (1 P )P + ..) ..) (1-Px)(1-Py) ,

1+pTE
-1

02
x y cirl_pw-

and

2

(4.38)

(4.39)

TH
r-2 r-r+2

1
(r. 2) [-

1

-q (2 -T)
-1

(4.40)

(4.41)

We will now consider the effect of different connections,

z., on the conditional line probabilities of the network

shown in figure 4.9.
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zl
z
2

Figure 4.9: Four node connection. Dotted lines
show the special connections encountered.
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Xg

(a)

Figure 4.10: Special Connections
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4.8.1 Only Link Connected to the Solid Lines of figure 4.9

In this case node degrees are r1 = m+2, r2 = n+3,

r
3
= g+2, and r

4
= h+1. Note that P(k/Y) is not affected

by the introduction of line z, and can be found using

equation (4.22). Equations (4.39) and (4.40) can be used

in finding the one node conditional probability

P (2./x.). e (r ,r P P )

4 1 2' x' x
(4.42)

The two node conditional probability P(k/XY) is shown in

Appendix 4.9 to equal

p(k/5()
1

p83 (r2 ,P ,P )x y
P(i/k)P(k/Y) . (4.43)

4.8.2 Only Link z2 Connected to Solid Lines of figure 4.9

The topology here is similar to that in section 4.6.1

with node degrees r1 = m+3, r2 = n+2, r3 = g+1, and r4 = h+2.

The conditional probabilities can be found using

P(k/Y
j

) = e
4
(r

1
,r

2'
Py

,Py
) ,

P(k/H) = P(k/k)P(Vi),p83(r11,Px,Py)

and P(V)1) can be found from equation (4.22).

4.8.3 Only Link z3 Connected in figure 4.9 with its State

(4.44)

(4.45)

Unknown

The one node conditional probabilities P(t/X) and

P(Z/Y) can be found from equations (4.22) and (4.23). Note

that r1 = m+2, r2 = n+2, r3 = g+2, and r4 = h+2 here.



Appendix 4.10 shows that

p(t/H) = e4(ri, ,p ,p )x y
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(4.46)

4.8.4. Only Link z3 Connected in figure 4.9 with its

State Known

Note here that if link z
3
is down then both sets 00

{Y} are in states X and Y. If z
3
is up, then the states of

the two sets are dependent on the states of their other

specified elements. The single node second adjacency

level conditional probability does not arise here since the

knowledge of the state of z3 makes the probability a two

node conditional probability problem. Equation (4.20)

can be used to find P(kAY).

4.8.5 Lines z
1
and z

2
Connected in figure 4.9

In this case the node degrees are r1 = m+3, r2 = n+3,

r
3
= g+2, and r

4
= h+2. The single node conditional

probabilities P(k/X) and P(i/Y) can be found from equations

(4.42) and (4.44). Appendix 4.11 shows that

where

pot/M
p1i

p(z/R)p(2,/) ,

rl-
P(x/X)P(zi/X)P(y/Y)P(z2/Y)P(y/z1)P(z /x)

P(y/z2)P(z2)

(4.47)

(4.48)

P(x/k) = P(zi/k) = Px and P(y/Y) = P(Z2/Y) = Py which could

be found from. equation (4.35) with rw = r3 and rw = r4



respectively. P(y/zi), P(z2/x) and P(y/z2) can be found

from equations (4.13) or (4.14) with r = r2, r = rl, and

r = r4 respectively, and i = 1.

4.8.6 Lines z
1
and z

3
Connected in figure 4.9 with the

State of z3 Unknown

In this case, r1 = m+3, r2 = n+2, r3 = g 3, r4 = H=2.

P (QA) can be found from equation (4.42) while P(k/Y) is

calculated using equation (4.22). Appendix 4.12 shows that

P(2/XY) -

where

P
x
P
y

(1-Px)(1-P ) -1
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(4.49)

P(Z/xyz
1
)P(y/z z )P(x/X)P(z 1/ X)P(z /X)P(y/Y)P(z /Y)

=2
xyziz3 P(y/z3)P(z3)

(4.50)

P (k/xyzi) and P(Y/ziz3) can be found from equation (4.16)

with 82(X,Y1) and 02(1,Z3) respectively. P(x/X)=P(zi/X)=

P (z3 /X) = Px and P(y/Y) = P(z3/) = P , which can found from

equation (4.35). P(y/z3) can be found from equations (4.13)

and (4.14).

4.8.7 Lines z
2
and z

3
Connected in figure 4.9 with the

State of z
3
Unknown

Results here are similar to the results of section

4.8.6. P(k/Y) can be found from equation (4.42), P(i/X)

can be found using equation (4.21) and P(k /XY) can be found

using equation (4.49). Node degrees are r1 = m+2, r2 = n+3,

r
3
= g+2, and r

4
= h+3.
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4.8.8 Lines zl, z
2'

and z
3
Connected in figure 4.9 with

the State of
3
Unknown

Results here are similar to results of the previous

two sections. P(k/X) and P(k/Y) can be found from equations

(4.42) and (4.44) respectively, while P(k/H) is calculated

using equation (4.49). Note that r1 = m+3, r2 = n+3,

r3 = g+3, and r4 = h+3.

4.8.9 Lines z
1
and z

3
Connected in figure 4.9 with Apriori

Knowledge of State of z3

In this case r1 = m+2, r2 = n+3, r3 = g+3, and r4 =

h+2. If z
3
is down then both sets {X} and {Y} are in

states X and Y. If z
3

is up, then their states depend on

the states of their other elements. The knowledge of the

state of z
3
makes the conditional probability calculation

a two node second adjacency level calculation, equation

(4.20) may be used, as repeated below, to find such a

probability

p(k/H) = 11D-- P(2,4) 13(21) ,

where equation (4.42) is used in determining P(k/k) and

equation (4.22) in finding P(k/Y).

(4.51)

4.8.10 Lines z
2
and z3 Connected in figure 4.9 with the

State of z
3
Known

Topology here is similar to that in section 4.8.9

and calculation of P(k/XY) can be made similarly using

equation (4.51). P(2./X) can be found using equation (4.21)
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while equation (4.44) can be used to find P(k/Y). Note

that r
1
= m+3

'

r
2

= n +2, r 3 = g +2, and r
4
= h+3 in this

case.

4.8.11 Lines z
1,

z
2

and z
3
Connected in figure -4.9 with

'

the State 'of z3 Known

Node degrees are r1 = m+3, r2 = n+3, r3 = g+3, and

r
4

= h+3. P(k/XY) can be found using equation (4.51)

where equation (4.42) is used in calculating P(k/k) and

(4.44) in calculating P(k/i).
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4.9 Effects of Special Connections

on Unavailability Calculations

We will illustrate graphically in this section the

effects of the special zl, z2, and z3 connections on second

adjacency level conditional probability calculations.

Figure (4.11) shows P(T/R) versus q for T = 4q. We note

that the introduction of z
1
increases, as expected, this

conditional communication line unavailability. For this

example with node degrees (before any z connections),

r
1
= 3, r

2
= 4, r

3
= 4, and r

4
= 3, the percentage of

variation from the common connection conditional probability

varies from about 1% for q = 0.006 to about 9% for q = 0.04.

The two node second level adjacency conditional probability

of P(7/H) under different connections is shown in figure

(4.12). Note that the connection of any zi increases the

conditional unavailability of communication line 1 when

both sets {X} and {Y} are in states X and Y. The two node

conditional probability, P(I/H) percentage of variation

when z
1
and z

2
lines are connected from the common connec-

tions varies from 22% for q = 0.006 to over 130% for q =

0.04. Computer programs 4.5 and 4.6 were used for the above

illustrations.



.6E-1

.1E-1--

1.21

z
1

connected

no special connections

01E-1 .4E-1 q

Figure 4.11: Effects of special connections on first
adjacency level conditional line unavailability,
P(t/R), with 4)=4q.



.2E+0

.1E+0

.1E-1

3

.1E-1
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- 1
and z

2
connected

3- I
connected

2- z connected

1- No special corn.

.4E-1

Figure 4.12: Effects of special connections on
second adjacency level conditional prob-
ability, P(a /1Y), with t=4q.
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APPENDICES TO CHAPTER IV



Appendix 4.1: Proof of equation (4.10) and (4.11) -

figure 4.2.

Hence,

pfA.r1 (r) = q E (-
,

k=1 kj k k=1 k

li.=clur- (1) k -_ l where d = T

,nr i ,r
( E (k) dk _ 1) = 'A-- ( (l+d)i-1)
k=0

k -1
H
r-k

J-qtr (T+E)i
r

1) (11 -1)

Ei

P(Air) = 1 p(A.1
'

(Air)
`Y_gEr(n-i_i)

124

(4.10)

(4.11)

Proof that (4.11) is a decreasing function of i is

shown below.

r) cinr(n-i-1_1) (anr(ni...1)

qHr-i-1
(E-1) =

r-i-1
< 0 since q, II > 0 .

Hence equation (4.11) is a decreasing function of i.

Proof that 0 < P(A.1 r) < 1

Since 0 < II < 1, 0 < ln
,,r-i__H r.

) < 1 and since q < T,

0 < q (Er-i--rs) < Y. These imply that 0 < 'P - qEr(E-i-1)

Hence

0 < P(A.1 r) < 1 .

Appendix 4.2: Proofs related to equation (4.14)

Proof that 0 < P(a/Air) < 1:
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-8

1
(r i+1)

T-q11
r

(II
-i-1

-1) T-ci
(ur i l_nr)-

PWA-1-)
I 8

1
(r,i) r -i

-1) T-g(E
r-i

-E
r) .

Since r > i + 1 and H < 1 ,

0 < H
r-i-1

- H
r

< 1 and 0 <
r-i

-11
r

< 1 .

But T > q, implying

6
1
(r

'

i+1) = T - q (11
r-i-1

- fir) > 0 ,

Hence

Hence

1
(r,i) = T q

(fir -i
fir) > 0 .

P (a/Air) > 0 ,

8
1
(r,i+1) = T - qr-i-1 + r

- qll
r-i

+ call
r-i

qnr(11-i_l) qilr-i-1
(1-E)

= e
1
(r i) - call

r-i-1
(1-11) = 6

1
(r,i)-qTH

r-i-1

1
(r

'
i+1) qTEr-i-1

P (a/A.
r

) 1
8 (r i)
1 '

61 (r ,i)

Since q, T, E and 81(r,i) are all greater than 0,

qr-i-1TR
8 (r,i)

< 0
1

Hence

P (a/Air) < 1 .

Proof that P(a/Air) is an increasing function of i:

For j > 1 ,

e,(r,i+1) e (r
'

i+j+1)
1

P(a/A.
r

) P(a ./A11.3
e8

1
(r,i)

1
(r,i+j)
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1 [el(r,i+1)01(r,i+j)-01(r,i)0 (r,i+j+1)]

1

6 (r,1)6
1 '

(r i+;) [61(r,i)01(r,i+j)-qTEr-i-lei(r,i+j)
1

1
(r i) e

1
(r i+j) + ciTH

r-i-j-1
1
(r,i)]

q,ri-1
11

1
(r I)U

1
(r 1+') L- "r,l) yr,i+j)]

Vil
r-i-1

e
1
(r,i)e

1
(r,i+j)

(n-1-1)-T+qTIr

r-i-1

1

-r
(r,i)e

1
(r,i+j) [T (II j-1)+clE

r-i-1(11-j +1) (T+qll
r

)

1
(r,i)e

1
(r i+j)

.

0

Since II < 1, (11-j-1) > 0

Since q, P, n, e(r, -) >

P(a/A.r) P(a/A.
r

.) > 0 ,

1+3

implyingthatP(a/A.1 r) is an increasing function of i.

Appendix 4.3: Proof of equation (4.16)-figure 4.1

Hence

) = P(iii/i)P(k) + P(M3/7)P(T)
a. 3

= P(ii/k)P(ii/i)P(2.) + P(A/T)P(B /T)P(T)

P(k/i)P(i) P(2./)P(ii)
(2.)

P (k) P(R)

P (T/A)P (A) P (7/kP (3) P
P (2..) P (k)

= P(A)P(B) P(24 1)P(21) + P(k/A)P(X/B) .

=
P(50) -

3 P(AB) P(AB)



where

P(A/k)P ii/k)P(k) P(k/A)P(k/B)P(A)P(B)P(k)

P(AB)P2(k)P (AB)

puviop(k/f3)

P(k/A)P(k/B) + 2 p(k /11)p(T/L)

1
1-1-8 (A. B.) '

1' 3
_

_ p P(k/s.)1)(T/1..3)

3 q P(k/A)P(k/B)

Appendix 4.4: Proof of equation (4.19)-figure 4.4

r3 P(kk.) P(kki/x)P(x) + P(kki/R)P(R)
1P(k/Xi ) =

P(X.1 ) P(X.1 )

= [P(k/x)P(ki/x)P(x)
1,

+ P (k/R) P (ki/X)P (x)]

= 1
P(X )

'P(k/x)P(x/k.1 )P(k.1 )
.

1 _ . .

+ P(k/x)P(x/Xi)P(Xi).1

= P(k/x)P(x/ki) + 11 (1 - P(x/ki))

r3 rl
11-Fpwx.1 )1r 13(1/x.1 )-

L

,2)
1

But. P(k/x.
1 ,1)1)

from equation (4.15). Hence

r
3

r,

{

el(r1,2)

P(2,/x.1 ).= 1
+ P(x/k. ') 61(r1,1)

II]
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(4.16)

r
3

Since P(x/X ) is a first level adjacency probability,
r3

in keeping with our notations, we will call it P(k/Ai ).

Hence

II
1

r
3P(k/X.)-= + P(k/A.

where the states of {A}, A, correspond to the states of

{X}, X.

(4.19)
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Appendix 4.5: Proof of equation (4.20)-figure 4.4

Hence

P (k.Y.) = P(5(.1 )P(Y.) since the distance between the
1 3

two sets is greater than two;

hence, they are independent as

far as the Q-T model is concerned.

P (kXiY3 ) pmp(l/z)p(V21) = P(t)P01/.01)(/k)

P
(v)1.1

.

P 02)
P(k/5)P(k) P(k/Y)P(Y)=

P (Z) P (2)

= P(X)P(Y) P(k/50P(Z/Y)
P(k)

P(.ii) 1 p(k/k)p(vi) .

P (XY) p

Appendix 4.6: Proof of equation (4.36)-figure 4.10a

ID(I.1W.3 ) = E p(5civ;
1
)pw(17

1
) = E p(l/;

1
)p(ii/N7,7

1
)p(x7

1
)

'1-141 *1

P (x.7 /X) P (X) P (w /14)P (*). 1 . 1

.4-W1
P (w 1) P (w1) P (w1)

= P (5()P (1;7) [ p P (w1/X) P (wi/W)

1)(1/k)136711/1.4;°]

P P (1-P ) (1-P )

1obp(14 r x w x w
' p

(4.20)

(4.36)



Appendix 4.7: Proof of equation (4.37)-figure 4.10a

=

wP(H/
N41 s7 2

) P(W )

1

1w2

= E P(X/Wix:72) P(VW,W2) P(W1W2)

P(11/141) P(/142) P(1.412)

P (47 ) P (X) P (X:7
2
/)P ()

E 1PP (w ) P (w 2)
1

P (w /X) P (w /Y) P (w
1
/w

2)1= P (k)P (Y) E
P (w )

-ct 1
w1w2

(r,2)
= P (X) P (Y)

'De
( PxPy + 114 Px (1-Py )

1
,Er -2

(r,1) (

1-Px) Py + (1-Px)(1-Py) .

1

Appendix 4.8: Proof of equation (4.39)-figure 4.10b

P(kk) = P(lk/k)P(/) = E P(A/;ci)P(Z/P(ic)(Xi Q)

P ()1/I)P (t) 1

1+6 (=T. P(;c)P (xi)
2 1

P(X/X)P(A)
1)() 1+62(xlz)

P 01(r1,2)01(r212)
P(k) [8

1
(r

1' 1
(r

2'
2)+qpW211L1"1"L2-4
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(4.37)

P_(1-Px)81(r1,2) (1-P,)Px81(r2,2)
+ +

8
1
(r 2)+pT

2
II

r1 -3
e
1
(r

2'
2)+pT

2 r2- 3

2
(1 -Px)

2
1

gig + pT
2 j



2

+
1

P (1-P )

P(k) 1.1+pqq)
1

(I)

2
'x

1+pTH-1 (1)1
x x

2
2

,

TH
-1

cb

+ 1
(1-P )P +

q11

12.--T (1p ) I

+pYl+p2
r-2 r

2
-2

where cP. =
1

'Y
H and

1 e (r,2) (1)2
T6111(r2,2)

Appendix 4.9: Proof of equation (4.43)-figure 4.9

Hence

p(QkY) = P(Q)P(I/Q)P(Y/Iii) = P(k)P(X/k)P(Y/t)

P (k)
P(kA)P(*) P(k/Y)P(Y)=

(k) P (9,)

= P(X)P(Y)
1 P(kA)P(Z/X) ,

P (XY) = p (X )13 ( e

P (ZAY) = P(kn)
P(XY)

,P )

x y
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(4.39)

1 P(kA)P(k/Y) .(4.43)p83(r2Py)

Appendix 4.10: Proof of equation (4.35)-figure 4.9

Since the distance between the sets {X} and {Y}

is reduced to one by the introduction of line z3, P(XY) can

be found from equation (4.36)

P P (1-P ) (1-P )

PIXY) = P (X)P (Y) P +

p(kkY) = E P(RiY/XYZ
3
)I)(;c

3
)

si-xyz3

= E P(k/X)P(X/XZ3)P(i/YZ3)P(XYZ3)

( * )
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7= L ..
P(xz3)P(yz3)

P(Q /xy)P.(x/X)P(23/X)P(y/Y)P(.z3/Y)P(x/z )

P(x
.

/
.

z3)P(z3)

00 .. .. ..

P(Z/xy)P(xz3/X)P(X)P(yz3/Y)P(Y)P(x/y23)P(yz3)

= p (X)p E

= P(X)P(Y) E 4
P( 1 P(2,7)P(X/X)P(Z3/5)P(i7/Y)P(Z3/Y) .

3

Using equation (4.16) and (4.35) the above simplifies to

Hence

P P
P(dY) -[ x Y

(1-Px)(1-P )

Y le
4

(r ,r
2
,P
X
,P
y

) . (**)
q

2i)pov P (ii] = = e
4
(r

1
,r

2'
Px,P

y
) .

P (XY)

Appendix 4.11: Proof of equation (4.47)-figure 4.9

; P(57Y2)P(31i2)

= E P(k/XZ1)P(M7Z2)P(Xi7i1Z2)

P(X/5) P(Z/k)P(k) P(i7Ar)P(i2/t.)1)()
= E

P (xz) P (yz2) P(Yz2/xzl)P(xzl)

P6C/i0P(Z-14)13(y/)P(z2/)P(i7/1)13(7/k)
= P(X)P(Y) E

1)(7/z2)1)(z2)

Now

1/02,5d0 = P(k)P(k/Q)P(/i) = ID(t) P(Z/k)P(k)
P(k)

Hence

P(50P(Y)P(i/k)P(9,/)

P(Z/kY) P(P)
P (XY)

P (tii)13
P(k)

P(k/k)P(Qik) (4.47)
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000
xyz z

P(;c/50P zl. /50P(Yii)P(2/.i)P(;7/1

P (y/z2)P (z2)

Appendix 4.12: Proof of equation (4.49)-figure 4.9

Since the distance between the sets {x} and -IV

equals one due to the z3 connection, equation (4.36) can be

used to find

P P (1-P ) (1-P )

P(XY) = P(X)P(Y) [ x Y +
p

J.

Correlation between i, {X} and {Y} is through lines x,y,zi,

and z
3

. Hence

p(2,H) p(2,57y3)p(;ciTy3)
Nikyy3

= P(k/XYZ1)P01/Xii3)P(/;73)P(XYy3)

P(XZ
1

/k)P(5) P(YZ3/Y)P()
= E P(Q /xyz )

1 P(xz
1
z
3

) P(yz3)

P(Y/Xy3)P(Xy3)

P(Q/XYZ
1
)1,(X/50P(Z

1
/5)P(Z

3
/k)P(Y/Y)P(Z

3
/Y)P(i/Z

3
)

= P(X)P(Y) E

Hence

where

P(k/5CY) =
P(XY)

=
xyz1z3

P(k/xyz )

P(y/z3)P(z3)

P P (1-Px) (1-P )

-1

I

(;c/k)1)(1/k)P(3/50P(y /)P(3/)P(Y/ )

P (y/z3)P (z3)
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

5.1 Summary

This dissertation deals with reliability problems

due to correlation of failures in computer networks using

common carrier transmission and switching facilities for

their communications. This work is one of very few attempts

made to deal with dependent failures in a failure/repair

atmosphere.

In this thesis we developed two models that deal with

such failure correlations. The -model introduced in

Chapter III assumes that the rate of failure of a communica-

tion line increases from A to 13A when an adjacent line fails.

This model was used in applications to special systems with

repair such as N terminals connected to a central CPU,

a system consisting of two redundant links with other

connecting links attached at both incident nodes, a standby

system with a switch, and a system of two parallel communi-

cation lines with general distribution on time-to-repair

(both for restricted and unrestricted repair facilities).

Much higher system unavailabilities were observed when

f3-model results were compared to results for the independent

failure model.

The model introduced in Chapter IV assumes that the

unconditional probability of a communication line failing
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equals q and the conditional probability of the same line

failing given that at least one adjacent line, from the

set of lines sharing one common node with the line consi-

dered has failed, equals T > q. Conditional probabilities

of a communication line failing given different conditions

(i.e., failures of lines at both ends of communication

lines, i out of r adjacent lines known to be up, etc.)

were then found. The above conditional probabilities were

found for both first level adjacencies and second level

adjacencies. Higher order adjacencies were assumed to have

negligible effects and were disregarded.

To find the s-t communication unavailability of a

distributed computer communication network, modified cut-

sets, which are mutually exclusive, were generated. The

product rule for calculating joint probability was used on

each modified cut and the resulting conditional probabilities

were calculated using the Q-T model conditional probabilities

applicable for the resulting topologies. The model shows

the source-sink node unavailabilities are much higher

than the independent failure model predicts.
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5.2 Problems for Further Study

A few problems needing further study are as follows.

We assumed throughout Chapter III that communication

lines in consideration are in their useful life period and

their times-to-failure follow exponential distributions

even though we allowed time-to-repair to follow any general

distribution in the case of two parallel lines. A general

distribution on failure as well as repair is a closer approxi-

mation to reality. Such distributions should be allowed

for all cases examined.

We have not allowed any direct redundancy (parallel

lines) in the distributed computer networks studied in

conjunction with the Q-T model, but a combination of leased

and dial back-up lines is a common connection. Parallel

lines are also used in cases where additional communications

capacity is needed to handle the communication load. Such

direct redundancies can give rise to topologies that were

not considered in Chapter IV.

A second important problem, besides failure correlation

of lines in the communication facilities of distributed

computer networks, is the variability of line availability

parameters (45), (46) due to the tremendous variety of

equipment types and ages in the telephone plant and the wide

variety of operational environments of these equipment. A
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model dealing with both failure dependence of communication

lines and the variability of their failure rates is needed.

Heuristic design techniques such as those used in

(47) has to be studied in conjunction with dependent

failure reliability models.
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00011 DATA ( TH ( I ), I =1, 3)/ 0., O 5, 1.0/
00012 DATA (P1(I),I=1,3)/1.0, 10 Os 20.0/
00013 roc I 1=1,NGEF 5)
00014 FEINT 2
00015 2 FO MAT( 1X/// )
00016 THE TA= TH (1 1)

00017 ( I 2= 1,WCUEVS)
00018 13 =1 2-I 2/
00019 I Li= I 3-1 2/ 2
00020 UF TA=F1( I 3)
00021 IF(I4E0. I) SI G=5'101(11) is

00022 4E 0.0) SI G=10*SIOI(I I)
00023 DO( I 5= lob/F1S)
000 24 FO= EH() (11 5)

00025 GE,T- LOAVAILAPILI TY
00026 '

00027 FEIN T 9, IjAV( I 2,1i),H= I F)

00028 FEIN I '1 I ( UAV( I 2,1( )t, ii= 7, 12)

00029 FEINT I 2, ( UM/( I 2,I(),i(= 13s 17)
00030 FOF.MAT( IX, 6( E9. its IX))
00031 11 FOFMAT( IX, 6( F9. IX))
00032 12 FOEMPT( IX, 5( F9. ifs IX)/ )
00033 FIN
000 34 FIN;
00035 CALL EXI

009,



0003(
COC37
00038
000 39
00040
00041.
00042
00043
00044
0001-15
0004(7

70 CF1-111PVPILAI:11,I IY
= FF. TP*

71-11=1H1 1A+ 1. 0
C1=1H1*( P. 04-EFO )*I-.0+ P. 0
C2=1. 0+ TH1*I-.0
C3=1. 0+51 G+E+0
F DE= Ili 1* F1-0* I-10/ Cl
F-Sle= ( 1*( l 0+711E TA*E0 )*1-10*}0+10*C1)/ (Cl*C2*C3)

- UP PP I 5) =
FIN

END

3000E-02 3250E-02 3500E-02
4500E-02 4750E-02 5000E-02
1499E-01 1749E-01 1998E-01

5614E-03 6096E-03 6581F-03
.8540E-03

31 1 eE-02
.9035E703
.3708E-02

95321-03
4319F-02

3160E-02 .3438E-02 3718F-02
.4859E-02. 5150E-02 5443F.-02
.1885E-01 22(9E-01 i-:!672E--01

.1342E-03 .8123E-03 .8930E-03'

.1241E-132 0335E-02 1431F-.02

.7301F-02 .9363E-02 .1165F-01

3339F-02 .3647E-02 39f0E-02
. 5258E-02 5594E-02 .5935F-02

2310E-01. 2841E-01 34109F-01

.9261E-03 1037E-02 1154E-02
1671E702 1813E-02 1961E*02

.1190E-01 1555F-01 1965E-01

37F41F.-02
7499E-C2
2248E-01

7067F-03
1/162F-02
4951E-02

4000E- 02
8488F-02
3092F-01

97C2E-03
2530E-'02
1416E-01

4278F-OP,
9585E.-02
4013F-01

1275E- 02
3713F-02
f-:'..41(7,F-Q1

4000E-02 4250E-02
9998F.""CP 6125CE.- 1

2497E-01

7556E-03
1993E-02
5601F-02

4284F-02
1174F-01
3529E-,01

110E2E-02
3879 F- OP
1688E-01

4600E-02
1367F-01
4651E-01

1402E-02
5962F-02
2907E701

.8047E43
. 2544F; -02

.4571F-02

. 1520E-04-

1150E-02
5471E-02

4927E-02
1818F-01

. 1534E-02
869 6E- 02



.5775E-03
8898E703

6285E-03
9433E- 03

6799F-03
.9973F -03

7317E-03
1560E-02

.7840E-03
2164E-02

8367E...03
2807F-,02

*3489E-02 4208E-02 4963E-02 5753E-OP 6577E-OP

9462E-04 1056F-03 1171E-03 1291F-03 .14161-03 .1545E -O3
1679E-03 1817E703 1960E-03 36471-03 5786E-03 .8363E-03
1137E-02 1478E-02 41860E-02 2281F-02 2739E-02

9236E-03 1034E-02 1150E-02 1271E-02 1397E-02 A 527E-02
.1663E...02 18041-02 1950E-02 3678F -02 5884E-02 8547F-02
.1165E-01 1517E-01 1908E...01 2337E-01 2802F-01

4178E-03 4845E-03 .5srat:-O3 .6324E-03 7136E-03 .7996F -03
8963E-03 9858E7-.03 1086F-02 ' 23'45E-02 , 4059E-02 6209E-02
.8779F-02 1175E...01 1510E-01 41882E-01 2288F701

.13081-02 1484E-02 1671F- OP 1868E-02 42.046E-OP 2.293E-02
. 2520E702 2758E-02 3005F-02 .60186: -02 .9977E-02 1483E701

2054E-0.1 2703E701 .3426E701 .4218E761 .50721-01

7716E-03 *90511..03 10h3F- 02 1191E -02 134P,F=02 1515E-02
1692E-02 1878E-02 2073E-02, /1536E-02 '.7897F -02 .1211F-01

.1714E-01 .'2292E-01 4.941F-01 .367F-01 .4433F-el



. 1518E-02
2290E-02
79 25E- OBE

2194E-03
3482E-03
.1591E-02

.1 198E-02

. 2915E-02

1641E-02
2419E-02

.932..3E -02

2400E-03
3709E-03

.19 11F=.02

19746 -02
4 3 1 1 b 2

1774F-02
2540-02
1074E-01

2609E-03
39406 -03
2362E-02

2154E-02
3320E-02

.1903E-02
438 59F-02
. 1218E701

.282222F -03

6432F-03
2822E-02

2339E-02
5574E-02

.2032F -02
5192F -02

. 1364E-01

3039E -03
9263E-03
3293F -02

2527E- OP
.8205E-02

.2161F -02
6548F

3259E-03
1242E-02

2719E-02
. 1120E- 01

1454E-01' .4822F-01 2222E-01 .26526. -01 3111E-01

. 405E-03 5310E-03 5981E-03 .66906. -03 7436E-03 .8218E-03

.9038F03 .9894E -03 1079 P- 02 .21716 -02 3618E-02 5409E-02
7534E-02' .9981E-02 1274E-01 1580 -01 4 1 9 1 4 E 0 1

2107E- 02 2337E-02 2574E-02 2820E-02 3074F-02 .3336E -02

3606E-02 3884E -02 4169E-02 . 7455E-02 .1150E-91 1625F-01'

2169,E-01 2776E-701, 3444E-01 4168F-01 49 44E- 01.

.7431E-03 .8540E -03 97256 -03 1098E-02 1232E-02 .1372E- 02

.1.520E-02\ .1676E-02 1838F -02 3862E-02 .6591E-02 .9998E-02
1405F-01 1873E-01 2400E-01 :2982E -01 3617E-01



00001 FFOGPAM 1-LOG35(01.11U1,1PI-F10=0)
00002 C THIS F-1:0 GFIAM F IN 1 1 _ lliF 11.111VAI LPLI LI TY 0 F THE
00003 C Tlf;0 FET)LNUPN1 EY 511:M ( FF1AM0 LEL ) VI 1H FXFONFNTIPL
00004 C LI STEM:1'0N ON 11F PNE) GENF FPL. fI ST SIF CI AL
00005 C ELLPNGIPN ) ON 11If PNI-1 FEE51IICTEE F,F FPI F FACILITIES
00006 \ DIMENSION UP.( 3, 17), MO( 17), 1F( 3)
00007 DATA. ( I ) I =103)/ l 0,10.0., 20.0/
00008 DATA N C U14 S, EIS/ 3, 17/
00009 DATA ( EHO ( I ) 1=1, 17)/ 00E, 00f 5, 007., 0075, 008, 0085,

00010 l 0095, 01, 015, 02, 025, .03, 035, 04, 04 05/
00011 FEINT 1a(17110(I),I=1,6)
00012 FEINT 2, ( MO( I ), I =7. 12)
00013 FEINT 3, ( EHO ( I ) 1= 13, 17i
00014 1 FDEMAT( 1X, E(P9 4,1X))
00015 2 FOLMAT( IXJ6( F9 4, IX))
00016 3 i FOEMPT( IX, 5( E9. LI, 1X) //)
00017 L0( I 2= 1,NCUEVS)
00018 I 2)
00019

,P=TE(
tO ( I 3=1,14E15)

00020 . 110=11-IO( I 3)
00021 GF T IN 11 GFPL G
00022 . UP(12,I3)=(£41,0+C-10)/(P*(C+244,0))
00023' FIN
00024 FEINT 7, ( UP( I P,R),}{=1, 6)
00025 FEINT 9, ( UM I 2,10,14=7, 12)
00026 FEINT 10, ( LIAO 2,10,1<=13, 17)
00027 7 FO 1( IX, E9.64, IX) )
00028 9 EOEMPT( IX, E9 4i IX)
00029 10 iX, 5( E9.4, D O))
00030

,POWAT(
FIN

00031 CALL. EX I 1

009..



000 32 TO OFT7INTFG14\t7G
00033 G=27/((3+F*L0)**3)
00031i .FIN
00035 ',EPP

(000E702 6500E:702 7000E702 7500E702 8000F702 8500E702
9000E702 9500E702 1000E701 1500F701 2000E701 2500E701

3000E701 3500E701 4000E701 4500F -01 5000F701

2378F704 2788i704 3231F704 .3706E704 4214F704 4753E704
5325E704 5928F -O4 6564E704 1465E703 2585E703 4008E703
5726E703 7734E703 1002E702 1259F -02 1542E702

24133E703 2859E703 3319E703 3815F703 4345F703 4910E703
5510F703 6146E703 (816E703 1548E702 2.7756702 4367E702
6325E702 8E50E702 1134E701 1438E'701 .1778E701

4992E703 5877F-03 6837E703 7873E703 8984F703 .1017E702
1144E702 1278E702 1420F702 3284E702 5981E702 9543E7 02
1399E701 1932E701 2553E701 3257E701 4042F701



00001 FEIOCPP I-1.0G36(OUlf 1.1, 1PFE 10 =0)
00002 C 11-1I S F1OCLAM SOLVES FO L 1H E E IT1 N LAN I" SY S I F

00003 C UNAVAILAFILI 1.Y 1..,111-1 EX YON TI AL 111

00004 ON LT -TINE PN GENF FiAL LI S ON LO t.,N

00005 C (WY F.E Fs E.XI ON EN II PL LI ) FE STLI ICI EL

00006 FA CI LI II F S S SU1`M

00007 DIMENSION IiA( 3, 17), FHO(17)iTF'(3)
00008 DA TA (TE(I),I=1" 3)/ 1.0.o 10. 0, 20. 0/
00009 DATA SoN FT'S/ 3, 17/
00010 DATA ( FHO ( I )o I =Io 17 )/ 006, 0065, 007, 0075, 008, 0085,

00011 1 0095, 01, 015,002, 025, 03o 035, OZio .045o 05/
00012. FEIIN T 1 o (1410 (I ).,1=1, 6)
00013 13SIN 1 1 ( HI() ( I ) I =7, 12)
00014 PRINT (14-30(I ),I=13; 17)
00015 FOIVP.7( IX, E.9 1X)) 1,

00016 FORMAT( IX, 5( E.9. 4, 1X)// )
00017 DATA P/ 0. 810086836/.
00018 LOC I 2= 1 oNCUIWS)
00019 P=7P( I 2)
00020 LX)(Ia=loNFIS)
00021 , ISO z--11110 ( I 3)

00022 GE7-1N1ECI,AL-6
00023 L'A( I 2, 13) =(14+G I. 0)/ ( ( P*110 ) )

000 24 ....FIN
00025 FIIIN ( UA( I Po 1-{ ),E= f)
00021 PliIN 7., (1)A( I 2.oli)sli=7. 12)
00027 FEINT e,, (01(12,/i),E=13,17)
00028 FOIIIPT( 1X.o1-(E9. 4, IX))
00029 8 FOEIMA1 ( IX, 5( F9 IX)/ )
00030 F IN
00031 CALL EXI 7

009,



eCe 32 TO GET- TF G
00033 r4.= r,*
00034 AA= 1. 0-A
00035 G= C 2*A*p/ 2*A+ PE) )+ 2*PA*API (1,?*AP+UL)
000 3E )

00037 EfJ r

(000E-02 (500E-02 7000E-02 .7500E-02 8000E- 02 8500E-OP
.9000E-02 .9500E -02 1000E-01 1500E-01 2000E-01 2500E-C1
3000E-0,1 3500E-01 4000E-01 4500E -01 5000E-0I

5737E-04 6723F-,04 67784F-04 .8922E -04 1013E-03 :1142E-03
1279E-03 1422E-03 1573E-03 3484F-03 I 6096E .9 3175E-03
1329E-02 1781 E-02 .'2290E-02 2854E -02 3470E-02

5395E-03 6292E-03 7252E-03 8274E-03 9357E -03 . 1050E -02.1170E-02 296E'-02 1428E- 02 3040E-02 5136F-02 765(E-021055E-01 1377E-01 1729E-01 2108E-01 2510E-01

1018E-p2 1183F -02 1359E-02 1545E-02 1742F-02 .19 49E- op
2165E-02 2392E-02 2628E-02 5/1(RE--,02 .9089F-02 .1338E-01.1827E-01 23f1E-01 29 52E-el .357(F-01 4235E-01



FLF CS

00001
00002
00003
00004
00005

00001
00007
00008
00009' C
00010 C

00011 C
.000 12 C
,00013 C
00014,
00015'
00011
0001'7 1

00018 2
00019
000 20
00021
00022
00023
00024
00025
00021 C
00027, C
00028
000 29

80/05/19. 21. 53.20.

HiOGEAM 110637( °UTE UT, *TAFF 10=0)
DI,MENSION A( le, le), Cr 10, 1),WKAHFP( 14), FE'( 3), EEO( 17),

1IJA( 3, 17)
DATA 'NCLIA/S,,NE-TS/ 3,-17/
DATA ( F,H0( I ), 1=1, 17h/ 0/01, 0015, 007, C075, *008, 0085, 009,

1. 00(A, 01, 015, 02.. o 025, 035,404, 0115, 05/
DATA N?, N, IA,' DWI/ 1,,10, 10, 0/
DATA PP( I ), I = 1, 3)/ 1.0, 110.0, 2.0 cv
TH I .S GIIAM SOLVES 7H E' E 0. AX=2L. IgH FEE A= *MAN STI ON

'MATRIX OF THE YAEIALLES SYS. ( CASE C)G1ITH LIIFF STE' CIED 11E EA'

FACILI TI F S EXIONF.NTI PL LI ST ON 1Th- TIME AND GENE:11AL
EI ST. ( SFECI AL E ELANGI ST ) ON bEl ( FIUME( CONSIST
OF 3 STAGES IN SF LELS)
PRINT 1,(1410(I),I=1,1)
PRINT 1,(DHO(I),I=7,12)

2,(EH0( I )..1=-13, 17)
,FOEMA7( 1X,F(E9 4, 1X))
FOEMAT( IX, 5( F.:9 4, 1X )// )
LO ( I 1=1,NCUF.VS)

P=E43( I 1)
LOCI 2=1,ND7S)

=1410( I 2)
GE.1- S

S
CALL LFVT1Ft Afttl,Ns I A, C LG7,1,.111PLF A, I Eli)
THIS I V! EL SUE LO LV F S FO1, X THE E CUP TION AX=
WHE:EF: ltiE VUAL S X PT .0 IA UT

, VA(' 1,I 2)=C( 5, 1)+C(1, 1)+C( 7, 1)+0(8, 1)+C(9, 1)+C( 10,1)
.FIN



C
0030

00031
00032
00033

7
00034
00035
0003f

FIIIN
T

 7, (U
M

' 1,10,11 =
1, 6)

FIIIN
T

 7, (U
A

tI 1,1(),E
=

7,
12)

14IN
T

( U
11( I 1,10,11=

13, 17)
F01-.M

A
T

( 1Y
, 10(E

9 4,1X
))

FO
T

( 1X
, 5( F9. 4, 1X

)/ )
FIN
C

A
L

L
 E

X
I 7

00037
T

O
 G

E
 T

-M
 5

00038
E

0(J1=
1,N

)
00039

.
L

O
(J2=

 1,N
) A

(J1,J2)=
0.

00040
FIN

00041
.

A
t 1, 1)=

-2*F0
00042

A
(1,4)=

3
00043

M
1)=

2*1-0
00044

.
A

t 212)=
- (U

*1:0+
3)

00045
M

 2, 7)=
 3

00046
A

(3,2)=
3

00047
A

( J, 3)=
-(,E

*E
0+

3)
C

0048
A

( 3,9)=
3

000,119
.14( 4, 3) =

 3
00050

A
( 434)=

-( r*Ii0+
3)

00051
A

( 4, 10)=
6

00052
00053

M
 5, 5)=

-6
00054

A
( 6, 3) =

F*1-,0
00055

A
(6, 5)=

6
00056

A
(6,6)=

-6
0:7\
0



00057
00058
00059
000(0
000E1
600(2
000(3
000(4 ,

\000 (5
000(6

Pt 7,4)=F*E0
',A(7,6)=3
At 7, 7)=-6
14(8, f.):=

8,8)=-(
IP40,7)=3
A(9,8)=6
A(9,9)=-6
E0(IU=1, IC) A( 10..I L)=10
PIN

000E7
000f8
000(9
00070
00071

TO GF T- CIS
LO(,J3=1,N) C(J3,1)=0.
C(N.,1)=1 0 ,
FIN

END

'6000E-02 6500E-02 7000E-02. 7500E-02 8000E=02 8500E-02
9000E-02 9500E-02 1000E-01 41500E-01 2000E-01 2500E-01
3000E-61 3500E-01 4000E-01 4500E-01 5000E-,01

3557E-04 4171E-04 4832E-04 5542F-04 (299F-04 7104F-04
7956E.-04 8851E-04 .9803F-04 2184E-03 3845E-03 5949E-03

.8483E-03 1144E-02 1479E-02 1854F-02 22(8F-02

355EF-03 41(9E-03 4830E-03 5539E-03 (295F-03 7099E-03

7950E...63 8849E-03 9794F-03 2180E-02 3831F -02 5917E-02
.8419E-02 .1132E-01 .14(0E-01 .1824E-01 2222E-01

..7110i-03 .8335E...03 9(55F-03 1107E-02 1258F-02 1419E-02

.1589E-02 ! 1718E-02 1957F -02 4350E-02 .7634F-02 .1176F-01
1(70E-01, .2238F -01 2878E-01 3582F-01 4348E-01



00001
00002
00003
00004

FEOGDA/vi 1-1;063810U11-ti1, 1PI F10=0)
DIMENSION A ( 6, 6),C(6, 1), VhAI EP( 17), ED( 3), LEO ( 17)

.1,tiA(.3, 17)
EATA A1/08008(872(/

00005 ;
DATA NCUEVS,NET El 3, 17/

0000( DATA (1440 ( I ) I = 1, 17)/ 006, .0065, 007, 0075, 008, 0085, 009,

00007 1. 0095, 01,4, 015, 02, 025, 03, . 035, 04, 045, . 05/
00008 DATA F,O,I P,I UG7/ 1, Co (, 0/
00009 DATA (FE:( I ),I =1, 3)/ 1.0, 10. 0, 20. 0/
00010 C THIS F1;0 GFAV 501.1)E S 11-1F. F AX= F VHF FE.- A= MAN STION
00011 C. MATRIX OF 'nit! FAVALL S SY S 111 LN STEI C TED FEFAI1
00012 C FACILI TI FE EXFONEN TI AL. DI ST. ON U1- -TIME AND GENE EPL,
00013 C LI ST. (HYDE+ PXD0NEN1I AL ST) ON FE FAI EFIAIE CON SI Sr
00014 C OF 2 STAGE S IN FAEALL )

0001 FEINT 1,(1,110(I),I=1,6)
00016 FEINT
000,17 FEINT 2, ( FPO( I ), 1=13, 17)
00018 FOLMAT( 1X, (C. F9. 4, 1X))
00019 EOEMAI( lx, 5( F9. 4, 1X)// )
000 20 '0(I1=1,NCUEUE)
00021 F=EFt I 1)
00022 DO ( I 2= 1,NI TS)
00023 LO=EHO( I 2)
00024 . GFT-AI
00025 GET' -CI
0002( . CALL 'LE CT1F(P,M,N., IP., C, I LOT, VHAEFA, I Ell)
000 27 C
000 28 C
00029
00030.
00031
00032
00033
000 34
000 35

THIS I SUEFO tiTINF SOLVES FO E X THE. EQUATION
AX= C 4.'HE EF X F QUP0( C AT 0 Ul Fin
UAt I 1,1 pi=c( 4, 1 )+C( 5, I)+C( f, 1)

4 F N o'N

FEINT 7 1110 1, EY
FEINT 7, ( liAt I 1,10,1i= 7, 12)
FEINT 8, ( L'A( I 1,8 ),H=13, 17)
FOEMAT( tx, r( F9. 4,1X))
FO MAT( IX, 5( F9. Z1, IX)/ )



00036
00037

FIN
CAL1, EX I

00038 TO OFTAI E
00039 Al 1.--.1 0A1
00040 rO(J1:=1,N)
00041 IOC JP= loN A(JI.PO2)=0.
00042 FIN
00043 At 1,1)= 2 *10
00044 At 1, 2)r--24,A1
00045 At 1,3)=2 *A1 1
00046 , A( 2,1)=2*Al*Ii0
00047 'A( tl-)=--(F-*FO+P*A1)
00048 A( 2, J) = 4*P 1
00049 A( 2, 5)=2*All
00050 A( 3, 1 )=.'-'e-4,A1 l*I10
00051 A( 3,3)=(F*I10+2*A11)
00052 A( 3,5)=2*A1
00053 At 3,6)=4*All
00054 At 412)=Al*F*1-10
00055 AC 4)= 4*Ai
00056 A( 5. 2)=A1 1 *E*1-0
00057 At 5. 3)=P441 *E0
00058 A( 5. 5)F.^ 2
00059 LO(ID=1,) A( 6,ID)=1.0
00060 FIN

000E1 TO. GE T*CI
00062 DO(J3=1,N) C(J3,1)=0.
00063 C(14,1)=1.0
00064 FIN
00065 END



.(000E-C2 .640E-02 .7000E-02 .7500E-C2 .8000y-02 .8500F -02

.9000E-02 .9500E-02 41000E-01 .1500E-01, .2000E-01 .25e0E-01

.3000E-01 .3500E-01 .4000Y-01 .4500E701 .5000E-01

.3557E-04 .4171E-04 .4832E-04 .5542F-04 .6299F-04 .7104F-04

.7956E-04 8856F-04 .9803F-04 .2184E-03 .3845E-03 .5949E-03

.8483E-03 .1144E-02 :1479E-02 .1854F-02 .2268F-02

.556F-03 .4169E-03 .4830E-03 .5539F-03 6295EL03 .7099F-03

.7950E-03 .8849E-03 .9794F-03 .2180E-02 .34331F-02 .59 17E -02

.13419E-02 .1132F-D1 .1460E-01 .1824F-01 .22224-01

.7110E-03 .8335E-03 .9655E-03 .1107F-02 .1258F-02 .1419F-02

.1589E-02 4i1768E-02 1957F -02 .4350E-02 .7634F-02 .1176E-C1

,..1670E701 .2238E-01 .2878E-01 :3582E-01 .4348F-01

FOI ENCOWTEPED.



00001 PPOOPA1 PPO(.14 I ( OUTPUT, TAT-1E10-.4'0)
00002 C THIS rpoGniyi SHOWS THE BEHAVIOR OF P(L /A( I, P) ) AS A
00003 C FUACTI 01 OF P FOR si,4 ,),

,o0Te4 DI AEA SI 04 PT( 3,1 ),(,YT( 3), ITC"))
00005 FITEGER R, R1
00006 C01.1,01 / T I / G, S I
00007 DATA P.,19/ 10, 3/
00003 DATA ( I T( I ) 1, 9 )/1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, C319/
00009 DATA ( OT( I ), 3) /0. 0011, 01, 04/
00010 R1=-14- 1
00011 PM T 2, ( I T (4) 1, 9 )
00012'. 2 FORIAT( 6X 9 ( I 1, 2X) // )
00013 DO(41,,-- 1, 40)
00014 0= OT(,.I 1)
00015
00016 DO(J2--?-1,R1)
00017 I=TIIT(.32)
00013 PT(,..11, J2)",. 1- PLGA( Po I )
00019 . .FI.1 r

00020 prulT 10, ( PT(J11, I 2)1 I 2= 1, /4)
00021 PPI1T 11, ( PT (.11, 12), 12=6,9)
00022 10 FOITIATCIX, 5( El 4, IX) )
00023. 1 1 FOTMAT( IX, /4( E9. if, IX) /)
00024 Fill
00025 CALL EXIT
00026 EID



00027 Ft.13 C T OA PL. GA (AR, I )
00029 00r1104/T1/ (, SI
00029 I 1

00030 I 2 = 1 1 1

00031 PI= I SI
00032 op= (;),k ( *-!c:111)

00033 1',11--z(PI**11)-1
00034 102= ( PI**I 2) 1
00035 PLGA=(517Qp-itw2)/(51Qp*TATI)
00036 RETUPJ
00037 Ell)

/.9694E-03 .97112E -03

7 9

-9791E-03 .9340E -03
.9?39E 03 .9985E-03 1004E 02 1009E-02

.7264E-02 .7622E-02 .9001E-02 4 940 1 E 02
9275E-02 9752E-02 .1026E-01 1030E 01

.9999E -0 ?_' 1.202E -01 }44')E -01 1750E -01
2579E-01 31 52E 01 3974E 01 4799E-01



00001
00002 C
00003 C
ewe/4 C
001005
00006
00007
00003
00009
00010
00011 2
00012
00013_
00014
00015
00016
00017
egoig
00019
00020
00021
00022
00023
000214
00025
00026
00027
00023

\00029
00030
00031

PROGRA1 P1;OG42( OUTPUT, TAPE I0'= V)
T11I S FROG 1-1A1 ILLUSTRATES TILE 11ELATI 0.1 S1II P F3ETIAIEE'1
CO1 DI TI 0.1AL PRORAPIL I TY P(L L.104.1Al. ) OF CAT'
LI:JE CO 1:1EGT10:4 OF FIGURE 4. 4 AS PLOT OF FIGURE il
DI:IE1 SI 01 0T(9), PT(.11, 9)

TEGER RI, R2,133, '

DATA ( QT( ) 1, ).)./ 01, 015, 02, 025, 03, 035
1, VA, 045, 05/

DATA 111, 112, 113, 1111/11, 3, Li, 3/
PRIAT 2, ( QT( I ), 1=1,9)
FOR-1AT( IX, 9 (E7. 2, IX) //)
DO(' 1= 1,9)

Q= OT ( I 1)
13= 1- ()
SI= 4*()
PI= 1- SI
0134 = Qic( **LI)
0P3= (i-k( PI -ick 3)
PI 1= 1/PI
PI 2= PI,' /PI
PI 3= PI 2/PI

.-PI 4= PI 3/PI
T1-11=( SI- 013/14= ( PI 3-'1) ) / ( SI 0134*( PI '2-21) )
T1-12= ( SI- ()P34= ( PI 2- 1) ) /( SI - ()Pak ( PI 1- 1)')
PQ= P/Q
SP= SI /PI

-. P(1*( 1- T1-(1)* ( 1 -T112) / ( TT-1 1 itT11'2..)
A2= P1)*SP+ ( 1- TH2) /TI12
A3= PO* SP* SP
1A11= ( Si ()Pit:$((1312- 1)) /( 5: I QPZ1*( rt 1-1)) - PI
1,12=11.12- PI

THE
()A

5 SLOWS.



00032
00033
00034
00035
00036
00037
0003B
00039
00040
000/41
00042
00043
00044
00045
00046
00047
00043
00049
00050
00051
00052
00053
00054'
00055

10
12

PT( 1, II
FYN'', I
PT( 3,11
PT( 4, I 1

PT( 5, I 1

PT( 6, I 1

PM= F'I +
PA2= PI +
PT( 7, I 1

PT(9, II
PT I= PI+
PT2.= PI +
PT(9, I 1

PT( 100 I
PT( 11, I
Fill

DO(X= 1,11)
PRIiIT 1

PRI1T 1

FOP.:1AT(
FOP'.1AT(
F19

CALL EXIT
E1 D'

)= SI
)= I- T!11
)=1-(1/(1+A1))

1- (1/(14-A2))
)= 1- ( 1/( I+A3) )

PI*W1
)=1--pnt

1- PA2
T312*W2
PI *V2
)=.'I-(PTI*PA1/P)
I)= 1- (PT2*PAI/P)
1)= I- (PT2+FA2/P) .

0, (PT(1(0 I ), 1=-1,5)
2, ( PT ( I ) , 6,9)
1X,.5( El. 4, IX) )
IX, 4(,E9 Ix) /)



10E- 0 1 15E- 0 1 20E- 0 1 25E-

1000E- 01 1500E- 01 2000E- 01
3500E- 01 14000E- 01 /4500E- 01

4000E-01 6000E- 01 9000E- 01
1400E+00- 1600E +00 1'300E +00

9777E -02 1447E -01 1102E- 0 1
3162E- 0 1 3544E- 01 3905E -01

.9473E -02, 1379E -01 1790E- 01
2791E- 01 3061E- 01 3219E-01

33179E-01 572.3E -01 7516E-,- 01
1252E+00 1407E+ 00 1556E+00

1467E+00 2111E+ 00 2703E +00
4222E+00 4655E +00 5056E+00

9598E -02 1410E-01 15339E -01
3007E- 01 3356E- 01 363 01

1053E -01 1622E- 01 2222E- 01
4237E- 01 4983E- 01 5794E- 01

0 1 30E- 0 1

2500E- 01
5000E- 01,

1000E+00
2oP0E +00

2340E- 0 1
. 4244E- 0'1

2141 E- 01
.3503E-01

.92.44E-101
1699E+00

3250E+00
5429E+00

22433E -01
3994E- 01

2356E- 01
6627E- 01

. 35E- 01 .140E-

3000E- 01

120CE+ 00

2761E- 01

2496E- 01

1091E+00

3755E4.00

2637E- 01

3527E- 01

01 45E-01 50E-

.9531E -02 1404E -01 .1125E-701 .2222E-01 2591E'-.01
2933E- 01 3246E- 01 3529E-01 3777E-01

1050E'. 01 1613E- 0 1 2202E- 0 1 2317E- 0 1 3459E- 01
4130E- 01 41330E- 01 5561E-01 .6324E-01

1'143E- 01 1125E-01 . 2533E- 01 . 3421E- 01 .4341E -01
5346E- 01 . 6433E- 01 7619E -01 .9394,E,- 01

01



00001
00002
00003 C

PP,O G P FROG it 3( OUTPUT, TAPE) 0= 0)
THI S PHOGPA:1 FVJDS SYSTE,1 AVAILADIL TY OF 4 :.JODES

.11:11) 5 L '1ETWORK. OF FT GURE G TJE. 0- SI
OV004 C IODEL, A 1: SH 01;4 I 'I F I GU PE ti 7

00005 IlTEGEP FF, FI
00006 EX TERI AL FRO 1

00007 DIME,' SI 01 PT( 1/) ,C( 4),,P13013( LI) 1 /1)

00003 DATA ( QT ( I ), 1, 14) I 001, 002, . 003, . 005, 006,

00001 I, 009, 00"), . 01, :02, 03, 04, 05/
00010 DATA (G(I), 4)/l 0, 2 0,11 0, 10.
00011 T 2., ( OT ( I ), 1, 7)
00012 PRINT 2, ( QT( I ) 1=11 14)
00013 2 FORIAT(7(E6.1, IX))
00014 PAINT 3
00015 3 F013(11AT( 1X/ / )
00016 D0CK1i= 1, 4)

00017 CT= C(1(10'
00013 DO( I 1= 1,.; 14)
00019 0.= ( I 1 )

00020 P-= 1 -0
00021 SI= CT*Q
00022 ' Pt= 1 SI
00023 CALL PR013 I ( I I, 2, 0, S / )
00024 CALL PROP ( FT2, I, 3, Q, SI )
00025 CALL PROP2( PT 3, 1, 1, 2, 3, 0, 1, 0, SI )
00026 CALL PROP2( F''T4., I, I, 2, 3., 0, 0, 0, SI )
00027 CALL Pri01:32( PT5, 1, h 3, 3, 0, 0, 0, SI )
0002g CALL PROI32( PT6, 1, 1, 3, 3, V, II 0, SI ),
0002') , . PCI=P*PT1*(I-PT2)*( I-PT3)
00030 PC2= P* ( I- FT I ) ( 1- PT2)'*( 1- PT/i)*PT5
00031 PC3= P*( I- PT 1)*( I- PT2)*( I- PT5)
00032 PC4=0*PI*SI*( 1-6 F'T3)*PT5
00033 PC5= 0* SI
00034 PC6= 0*PI*( 1- PT6)*SI
,000.35 PROT1( IOC, I 1') = PC1+ PC2+ PC3+ PCLI+rc5+ PC6
00036 FI

007



00037 PPI IT I0, (-PEOP(';IC,..1), N=1, 7)
0003°, PRINT 10, (PTIOI3(1(1;,..1),.1-17,, 14)
00031 10 FORIAT( IX, 7(El. Li, ix)/)
00040 .
00041 CALL EXI T
00042 D

00043 SUBROUTINE PROB I C PX GA, I, P, 0, SI )
0004/4 C TO FIND P(X/A( I, R)) , ONE NODE CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY
00045 INTEGER R
00046 PI= 1 SI
00047 P1**Fi)
00049 Kl=t I
00049 I<2= I 1 '

00050 wi.,-(FI:re*K I ) 1

00051 1.12= (PI**K2) 1
00052 PXGA=C 1,t,32)/(
00053 RETURN
00054 END

00055 SUBROUTINE PRO B2( PXGAI3, I A, I B., PA, PR, SA, SB, 0, SI )
00056 C TO F'IND Pt xi A( I A, RA) 11( I B.,,R13) ) , TWO NODE CONDITIONAL
00057 C PROBABILITY , SA= I IF A IS UP OTIIEWI SE 7 8110
00059 INTEGER RA, FIB, SA, SB
00059 EXTERNAL PROBI
00060 PI,--- 1 SI
00061 P=1 0
00062 PA 1= PI
00063 PB I= PI
00064 IF( SA EO 1)
00065 CALL PROT31( PA I PA, (J, SI )
00066
00067 I F( SR. EQ. 1)
00063 CALL PHOBIC PB I , 113, RB, 0, SI )
00069 ...
00070 ALPIIA1=(P*(1PAI)*(1P131)5/(04tPAI*P131)
00071 PXGAB= II( 1+ AL PIA I )
00072 RETUR!NI

00073 END



1E- 02 2E- 02 . 3E- 02 . 4E- 02 . 5E- 02 . 6E- 02 . 7E- 02

9E- 02 9E-; 02 1E- 01 . 2E- 01 . 3E- 01 . /4E- 01 5E- 01

2002E- 05 3016E- 05 1105E -04 3213E- 04 5024E- 04 7242E- 04 9167E -04

129 0E- 03. 1634E- 03 2019E- 03 9147E- 03 -,1947E- 02 3307E-'02 . 5200E- 02

.

)4003E-
05 1606E- 04 3621E-.04 6442'- 04 41010E- 03 1456E- 03 1936E -03

2593E- 03 329 3E- 03 /4072E- 03 1652E- 02 3754E- 02 6721E- 02 1054E701
)

3031E- 05 3224E- 04 7279E- 0/4 1213E -03 203/4E- 03 29 36E- 03 4006E- 03
1

5243E- 03 6649 E- 03 3223E- 03 331 7E- 02 7427E- 02 1,302E- 01 1992E-01

2016E -04 3107E -04 . 1122E -03 3255E- 03 5035E- 03 7312E- 03 99 30E- 03

1293E- 02 1631E- 02 200,5E -02 7556E -02 1524E-01 2632E-01 3911E-01



C0(;:01
Crr(72
t7,17j7(7,3

7,7;Przi
(7,c'tP.75
C1.7006
("Se07-
000(9
00001
00010

C,
C
C

Fr)(17,1% 1 FI:c) Gil /i (I Jr UT, OUT T: UT, Tr 117. 57,- I I FUT, t PE 6,1 ()UT PUT )
1 G A T F. , 5 10 MI' I F.:U Ci...TT3!...(1:.-'11 C1 APE-

I t./TT.J10.,T.;( It/E SET f.; ) SF I ET'JF VI T:I PF:FTECT
I 0 n!".7`7

I.:JTEGI:r UI Cf), L, (;11,1'.1, 5, C25, :71.171, SUF2, 3:1T I,
1S,IT?, Ti, T2, CR G A Rf . CFI, 052, TCS
DI1E15'04 '1 ( 5),:11(15), AS( 5), 11( 5),',1T( 5),t4( 5, 5)

I,;/T( 5), 1SLIF (5), :JS-1T( 5), CI (5), C 5),I3( 5, 5), C11( 5),
1C22(5) SUF I ( 5, 5), SLIF2( 5, 5), SIT .1(5, 5), SI T'2( 5, 5), T

I, T2( 5, 5), F I ( 5, 5), 172( 5, 5), Si ( 5), 52( 5, 5) P( 5), CI.3( 5)

00/11 I, Cf.:,r(6)CS2( 6), TCS( 6), ACS( 6)
00,712
ei(7013 t

DATA( I C 1(10, C2(1), 1, 3)/2
DATA( 1 ( 1,1c E2(

+2,3, 3
1, 2)/1,

2, 4, 4, 3, 4/

V.C7,1 0 DF 1

00015 501.)T,, /1

0,0016 :1 EV1

00017 TiYA CI.

'000IR TPF I 0.
P00,19
(?(70,nri A 0.
c:`,0021 tiAl?.'4 1 - A0
00022 111--.--r 7)3(1
C9,T23 1.-Al
091(24
00025 :1(1,
01?".12.6 F11., l)
r2TT27 F`,"(t,
COP23 Ai= 3

:!Ctz

V0.039" ( )

P0031 :IF( I
00732
00033 .11!(1)-7:?
VV7,3'.1 Cr3( I ) I



00035 20 FIND- T-OF- I
00036 FIND- t1 -OF- I PLUS'
00037 FIND- :J -OF -2
00033
00039 FIND- S-OF- I PLUS 1
00040 FIN 1)- SOF- OF- I FL US1
00041, FIN 0- C-OF- 2
00042 IF(N SCI4-1)NIE 0)
00043 FIND- t3 -OF- 3
00044
00045 GO TO 20
00046 FIN
00047 IF(NLS(I+1)EO 0)
00e45 . I+ 1)=0

-00049 J\1= 14.1
00050 DO (X= 1.,J1)
017+051 Si1T-OF-1t
00052 Fill
00053 NEW) Tr-N EVN T+ 1 ,

00054 PRINT-CS
00055 FIN
00056 40' FIND- SUF-OF- I PLUS1
00057. C- OF- 4
00058 FIND-N-OF- 4
00059 FIND- D- OF- 4 .

0006'0 117(C13( I ) EO 1) GO TO 20
00061 1=1-1
00062 F(114E. 0) GO TO 40
00063 CALL EXI T



00064
00065

TO FIND- T- OF- 1
. T(I, 1)=0

00066 . T2(1, 1)=0
00067 . J=0
00065 4.' IF (1`. 1 S(I) 1,1E 0)
00069 L1=15(1)
00070 . . DO(I 1= 1,1,1)
00071 IF (B(I, 1 1) EQ. 1)
00072 J=J+ 1
00073 . . . tt(t.,,J)=si(i.ez 1)
00074 . . T2(1,r J)=S2CI,11)
00075 . . Fril
00076 . FVJ
00077 . ... FI:1
00075' OT(1)=J
00079 FIN
00,030 , TO FI1D-1-017-1PLUSI
0008 1 J=0
00082 . trilLESS(141\1 E. 0. O. :111( 1) E. 0)
00033 . . DOC 1 1= 1, iltn
00054 . 12=0
00085 4,t11ILE(1.2.'9E:4T( I) )
00036 *

. 1- . I 2=12+1 '

00037 . . . Ilt(11(I 1) EQ TM, 12) ORN(I 1).E0. t2(I, I2))
00038 '. . J=J+ 1
00039 .. . 11(1+1,J)=1(I 1)
00090 . . 1=1T( I)2.1

00091 , . . .

00092 7 FIJI i--1

'00093 . F19 ---.3
Ln

00094 FIN
00095 91(1+1)=J
00096 ... FM



00097 TO FIN D-'1- OF- 2
00093 J =0
00099 C011 DI TI 01AL
00100 . . GIN EQ 0) :El= 0
00101 (1t1( I+ 1) . EQ 0) CONTIMIE
00102 CV .1 E 0)
00103 , . DOI 1= 1, i.J;1)
00104 12= 0
00105 . 1 1= 0
00106 . REPEAT U4TIL ( I 1 EQ 1 011.12. EQ MIYI ( 1+ 1) )
001.07 12=12+1
00103 .

I FCNICL1 1) EQ ti (I+ 1, I2) ) I 1= 1
00109 ... F111
00110 I FC I l EQ 0)
00111 . J---2J+1
00112 . N(J)=(Ji)
00113 I

. ... FVI
00114 . ...FIJ
00115 . NA = J
00116 t FPI
00117 . FPI
00113 F11.I



00119
00120
00121
00122

TO FI^JD- F- OF-I PLUS!
F1(I +1,
F2(I+ 1, 1)---,0
...1=

00123 UrN1LESS(IC EQ. 0. OR. ) EQ. 0)
00124 MCI 1=10 4C)
00125 1.411E1 (CI( I 1) EGI1',10DT OR. C2( I 1) ,EQ INIODT)
00126 .
00127 REPEAT UNTIL (1 2. EQ1\1T( I ) )
00123 I. . . . I 2= I 2+1
00129 . L 0
00130 IF( CI ( I 1) EO T1( I I 2) 011. C1(1 1) EQ T2( I 1 2) )

LC11=1
00131'

R L Cli EO 1)
00132
00133
00134

IF(C2(I 1) Eg. Tr( I, I 2) OR C2( I 1) . Eq. T2( I, I 2).
. 0

. J=J+ 1
F1(I+1,J)=C1(I 1)
F2( J)=G2( I 1)

0013.5 I 2 =11(I )
00136 1711
00137 FIN
00133 FIN
00139 EL SE CO N1TI UE
00140 FIN
00141 FIN
00142 AF(I+I).=4
00143 F111



00144
00145
00146
00147

TO FI11.)-- 5- OF- I must
J 1 =0
WLESS(IJ:\I EP.. 0)

DO(I 1= 1'..R,1)
00143 trILESSY:1( I 1) EOt1ODT)
00149 . JI=J1+ 1
06150 N11(J1)=11(.11)
00151 FIN
00152 I'll
00153 rP:11= J 1
00154 FIl
00155 JP.= 0 1

00156 UrlLESS(t1\11 EO 0. OPC1C EO 0)
'00157 DO(I 1= 1., t,1C)
00153 I2= 0
00159 , U_\1 TIL ( I 2. EOds1N11)
00160 . . I 2=1. 2+1
00161 . IF(C1(I 1) EQ111(I2) Mi. C2(I 1) .E0NI(I2) )
00162 J2=J2+ 1
00163 1 G1 I(J2)=C1(11)
00164 C22(J2)=C2(11)
00165 a t 1 2=11111

00'166 . hl\1
00167 4 FIN
00163 . FIN
00169 . FIN
00170 l'JC12=J2
00171 J2 =0
0017 2 . UNLESS( ^1C12. EO. 0. OR`1\1T( I ) EQ. 0)
00173 DO(I1-=1,t4C12)
00174 1 2= 0
00175 . INTR.( 1 2. EQ1T( 1 ) )
00176 . I 2=1 2+1
00177 . 1.C11= 0



00178 IF(C1 1(1 1)E.CTl(I, I 2).0n. C11(I 1)E.O.T2(I, I 2))
CH= 1 L

00179 IF(G22(I1)EO.T1(I,I2)OP.C22(I1).EOi,T2(I.I2).0
.Lcil.t0.1), P

00130
00191
0019 2
00183
00184 .. .

i .
, FIN

00195 FIN
00196 . . FIN,
0018 7

'''..F00188 .1 \1S(I-fi41)=J2
00189 FIN

J 2-,J2+ 1
. S1( I+1,J2)=G11(,I 1)
. 52( I+ 1. t/ 2)= C22( I 1)

I 2=1T( I )

00190
0019 1
0019 2

, 0019 3
0019 4
00195
0019 6
0019 7
00198
00199
00200
00201

:-00202
00203
00204
00205
00206
00207

TO IrVID- SUF- OF- I PL. US 1
J1 =0
K1-=MS(I+ 1)
CON DI TI ON AL

(Kl EQ. 0, AlD I+ ) EO sui7c i+. =0
(cur( 1-1- 1) .:IE. 0. AZ\IDK EQ 0)

L I+ 1)
D0( I 1=1.1..1)

'SUF1(I+1, I 1)--4-1(I+1. 11)
SUF2( I+ 1. I 1)=F2( i+ 1. I 1)

' FIrJ
.' r1SUF( I+ 1) =-L 1

FIN
6 (NF(I + ) E0* 0. AN1DK 1 .11E 0)

DO(I 1=1/K1)
o\ SUFI( I÷ 1, I 1)=S1(1+1, I 1)

SUF2( I+ 1, I 1)r--- S2( I+ 1. I 1)
FIA



00208
00209
00210
00211
00212
00213.
00214
00215
00216
00217
00218
0'0219
00220

0 TO 120
00221
00222
00223
00224,
00225 120
00226
00227
00228
00229
00230

. 14 SOF ( I + 1 ) -,-... 1( I

. F I II

. (1'./F( I+ I) NIE 0. frIDKINE 0)
. . DO( I 1=1,1<l)

. SUF1(I+1, 11)=.51(1+1,11)

. SUF2( I + 1 , 1 1 ) . = S2( I + 1 . I 1 )
17I4
L 1=4F( I+ I)

'. ,DO(I 1= liL 1)
DO(I2=1,1:1)

. L CH= 0
IF(F1(I
I F( F2( I

i

Fill
J 1

SUFIC I+ 1,1(1+J1) =F1(I+ 1, 1)
SUF2( I+ 1,K 1+ti I)=F2(I+ 1, I 1)

+ 1, I 1) EQ. SUFI( I+ 1, I 2) ) LC11.= 1

+ 1, I 1) EQ. SI11;-2( I+ 1, I 2) A1DLCH EQ i)
G

CON T I UE
FIN

NSUF(I+1)=K1 +j,1
FI.1

FPI
...FIN

00231
00232,
00233

'00234
00235
00236.
00237
I 2) ) GO TO

TO FWD- C- OF- 2
1(1=I\11.1F( I + 1)
J1=0
WLESS(N C EQ 0.011.K l E.Q. 0)

DO( I 1= 1,14(;)
DO ( I 2= 1, I: 1 )

IF( C1( I 1). EQ. SUFI( I+ 1, I2) NID G2( I 1) EQ SUF2( I+



00233 I. 130
00239 FIN I

00240 . J 1 =J 1+ I
00241 . CI<JI)=CI(I I)
00242 C2(J1),,,C2( I I)
00243 130 GOA TI:11.1E
00244 F"14
00245 tIC,,JI
00246 . ...FPI
00247 F I 11

00243 , TO FINDBOF 3
00249 i113(I4-1)::i1S(I+ I)
00250 MILESS(ISCI+ 1) . EO 0)
00251 1,1=11S(I+1)
00.252 DO(I loL I) B(I+1, 1)=1
00253 FIN '

00254 CI3( I+ I)= I
00255 FIrJ



0

00256
00257
00258
00259

TO

,

FIND- C- OF- 4
J=0
KI----NSUF( I+ I)
CON DI T, I ON AL

00260 . (If I EO 0) CONTINUE
00261 . (NC. EO 0)
00262 00( I 1= 1, K1)'
00263 CI(I I)=SUFI(I+1, 11)
00264 . C2( I I)=SUF2( I+ 1, II)

t

00265 ...FIN
00266 . N C7C4 SUP( I+ 1)

00267 . . ...FIN
00268. . (If I . rl Fi 0)
00269 . DO( I 1:-.-- 1, K 1)

00270 C II (1 1)= SUFI( I+ I. I 11) 't

00271
00272 .

6 C22(1 I)= SUF2( I+ 1, I I)
,

. ' 1)0(I2 ='1, NC)
00273 . I F( C I I ( I I) . EQ. C I ( I 2) AN D C22( I 1) E04 C2( I 2))

TO 1410
00274
00275
00276

,

G i

,I=J+ I
t14- N C

00277 CI(J2)=C11(I I)
00278 C2(J2)=C22(1 I)
00279 140 CONTINUE
0028 0 FIN
00231 INC=I1C+J

00232' FIN
0026 3
00284



00285
00286

TO FIND- r1-OF -4
J=0

00287 CON DI TI ON AL
00288 r (NM ( I+ 1) EQ 0) CONTINUE

(NN. EQ 0)
00290 - L 1=NM I+ 1,)
0029) . . .. DO(I 1----. 1,L 1) 14(11)=11(H-1, I 1,)
0029 2 . NN=L 1
00293 - ...FIN

. . (NN N E 0) 1

000°229945 . . L 1=NI1( I+ 1)
00296 . . DO(I 1= 1,1,1)
-00297 DO ( I 2= 1, Nil )
00298 , . I F ( 1 1 ( I + 1 , I 1). EQ.A(I 2)) GO TO
00299 . . .. FIN

,00300
00301

,.,

.
J=J+ 1

2(00302 . . . I't114 7:12)=4.j1( I + 1, I 1 )
00303 150 CONTINUE
00304 . . FIN
00305. . N=NNI+JtI
00306 .. FIN
00307 FIN
00308 FIN

150



00309'
00310
00311
00312

TO\ FIND SIT -OF-1{
SlT1(1t, 1)=0
574T2(1:, 1) = 0
J=0

00313 . C O D I T I O U L
0031/4 . (fl SOO .E0.. cm sti,T(K) ,--, 0
00315 . (11T(10 EQ 0)
00316 . NISATCIO=t4S(10
00317 1,1-=:15(10
00318 b0( I 1=1,1,1)
00319 91T1(I(. I 1)=S1(1c, I 1)
00320 . S1T2(1{. I 1)=S2(1t II)
00321 ._., ...FIN
00322

.F.i.FI
.

00323 . CIT(K) NE 0)
1

00324 . . . L 1=1S(K)
003251 . . L2=r1T(K)
00326 DO(II=1,1,1)
00327 Do( I 2= 1.L 2)
00328 . . iFC 51(1:, I 1) EQ. TICK, 12) AND. S2(K I 1) EQ T2(K

12)) GO
00329
00330
00331
60332
00333
00334
00335
00336
00337
00338

TO

160

160

.

.
.

.

.

*

.

..
FIN

/'

, , ,, FIN
J----J4. 1
SIT 1 (K, J ) = .51( Kr, I 1)
SIT2(KoJ)=S2(1( I 1) .

COIITIJUE
. . . F I N
11S1T(K)=J
FIrj

.i



00339 TO
00340
00341
00342
00343
00344
00345
00346
00347
00343
00349
(10350

A "JD GARY EQ. 0) )
00351
00352.
00353
00354
00355
00356
00357
00,358
00359
00360

. 00361
00362
00363

'

FICJD- B- OF- 4
CAllY=
IF(1113( ) tO 0) CB( I )74 0
U:11,ESS( G13( I ) EQ. 0)

I 1tt:`113('I )
WTIL(I 1. EQ,0)

CONDI T 011/41:.
(13( I, 1) EO 0. D CATTY. EQ. 0),

13(1;11)=1
CARY= 0

. Fla
13( II I 1) EQi 0. 114 D CARY EQ. 1) 011 CB( I I1)

13(I, I 1)--= 0
1

CARY---- 1 '

. . . . FIA

. ( DC I, I 1) EQ 1. AAD. CATiY EQ 1)
. : F3( 1, 11)=1

. . . CARY= 1
. . . ... F114

. F114
. . I 1= I 1- 1

. . . .Fla

. C13( I ):I, CARY
FI.1

FIN



00364 TO PRP.' T- CS
00365 PF.A.= 0.

00366 PFB= 0. ;

00367 '1=1+1
00363 DO ( It= 1 , I I)
00369 UNLESS(IF(K) EQ. 0)
00370 .

'C
L 1 = -NF(K)

00371 . DO(IF= i.,L1)
00372 . . 4/ WRI TE( 6, 1 70) FICK, IF), F2(K, I F)
00373 170 . FORMAT( 5X, "( ", I 2, ", ", 12, ") ")
00374 . FIN
00375 . FIN
00376 rUJLESS(NT(N) EO. 0)
00377 L 1=NT(K) '
00373 . DOCIF=1,I.1)
00379 Will TE( 6, 190) T 1 (K, I F), T2(K, I F)

0038 O'J18 . FORA AT( 5X, "( "., I 2, ", ", I 2, ") ", "C")
0033 1 . . FIN '

0038 2 . . . F I N
00333 . UNLESS(NSIT(10 E(J 0)
00384 . . . L 1=N SAT(K)
00385 . . DOCIF=1,L1)
00336 , . Will TE( 6, 190) SIT 1 (K, IF), SVIT2(1(., IF)

00337 19 0 ' . FO MAT( 5X, "( ", 12, ", ", I 2, ") ")
00393
00339 .

. . F I N
. Flu

0039 0 FIN
0039 1 11= I+ 1
0039 2 N 1= 0
0039 3 NFK= 0
0039 4 IN TK= 0

0039 5 DJ Si TK= 0

0039 6 (
DO(K 1= 1, I 1)

1-1

0039 7 i 2= N F ( 1( D
ON
Co

00,3' 8 UNLESS( I 2. E(J 0)
00399 DO (K2= 1, I 2)
00400 . N 1=N 1+ 1



00401 CS1C11)=F1(1C1,ri2.)
00402 CS20.11)=172(It1,K2)
00403 TC5(;J 1)= 1
00404 . FIM

00405 FI:J /
00406 . i`J FIC-A 1

00407 FLA

00403 DO(It 1=1, I 1)
00409 I 2=11T(I(1)
00410 UHLESS( I 2. E(1 0)
00411 D00(2,--: 1, 12).

00412 II 1=f11+ 1

00413 . CS1Cill)r-T1(1(1,k2)
00414 CS2(111)=T2(K1,1{2)
00415 . TCS(111),-20
00416 . FIN
00417 , FUJ
00413 4 . r.J IK--2f4 1- I'l FK ,

00419 FIN
00420 . DO,(Kl= 1, I 1)
00421 I 2=1\1S1 T ( IC 1 )

00422 . UnESS( I 2. EQ. 0) ,

00423 . . DO(If2= 1, I2)
00424 . Ill= ll+ 1
00425 . CSI(rJI)=SITI(K1,K2)
00426 . C.S2([11)=- SI1T2(K1,1(2)
00427 . TCS(PJ 1)= 1

00423 , . FLI
00429 Fid
00430 . ri sl TIC=111-11 Fit- :4111,

00431 . FIN
00432 . DO ( K 1= 1, U 1 )

00433 PRIFJT 10, CS1(K1), CS2(K1)
00434 1 0 ,

FORIAT( 1X, *C.,--.1c, 2X.r*C*, I 1, it, it, I 1.,*)*)

00435 FIN
00436 ...Flu
00437 Ell D



00001 PROGRA:1 FROG45( OUTPUT, TAPES= 0)
00002 C TILTS PROGRAA CO1 FARES P(L /X) WHEN DOTI L AND X

00003 C ARE DO1J:1 FOR SI= 4*Q OF DIFFERENT CO'NECTIO,JS OF
00004 C , FIGURE ( 1) NO SPECIAL CON JECTIONS, P1
00005 C ( 2) LINE 7 1 COT.JECTED, P2 ( 3)Z 1 AND 7.2 CON:JECTED, P3

00006 OT( 17), F1( 1.7), P2(17), P3( 17)
00007 COTION Q, SI
00003 INTEGER R1,112, R3, R12, R22, R3'2

00009 DATA I I I , R2, R3/3, 4, 4/,
'00010 DATA ( OT( I ) 1, 17) / 006, . 0065, 007, 0075, 0015

00011 1, 00'), 0,095, 01, 0.15, 0.2, 025, 03; 035, .-04, 0/45, 05/
0:4012 PRINT 2, ( OTC ), I= 1, 6)
00013 PRINT 2, ( QT( ), 1=7, 12)"
00014 r-RtaT, 3, ( OT( I ) 1=13, 17)
00015 FORIATC IX, 6CE10.)4, IX))
00016 31 FORIAT( 1X, 5( E9 4; IX) /../!)
00017, 1112=R1+1
00013 .R22= R2+1
00019 R32=113+1
00020 C=4. el
00021 DO(K = I, 17)
00022 . ,Q.=4 QT (10

00023 SI=C*0
00024 PI= 1- SI
00025 CALL PL X1( PLGX, RI)
00026 P1(10= 1- TI.GX
00027 PX= PI
00023 CALL ST114(T144, R1, 1122, PX, PX)
00029 P2(K)= 1-
00030 CALL ST114( T1 -14, R12,1122, PX, PX

00031 P3(10=1- T114
00032 FIN



00033
00034
00035
00036
00037
00038
00039
000/40
00041,

P7INT 10, (P1(I), I=-1, 6)
PRINT 10, (PI (I) 1=7, 12)
pm T 11., (P1(I),I=13, 17) ,

PRIA T (P2( ), I = 1, 6)
PRINT 10, ( P2( I )1 I 7 12)
FRIA T 11, ( F2( I ),I= 13, 17)
PRINT 10, ( P3( I ), I= 1, 6)
PRIIT ( P3( I ) I= 7, 12)

T 11., (P3(1), 1=13, 17)
00042 10 FORIAT( 1X, 6( E9 4, 1X) )
00043 11 FOITIAT( 1X, 5( E9 4, 1X) I)
00044 CALL EXIT
00045 END
00046 SUBROUTInE PLX1( PL GX., R)
00047 C S SLIBROUTIIE FIIDS PO.. /X) IERE BOTH L

00041 C ARE DOW OF EOIJATI ON <4. 2 D .
00047 C011 Q, SI
00050 TEGER R
00051 ,PI= 1- SI,
00052 PI 1= 1/PI
00053 P/ 2= PI 1/PI
00054 PI R.= ( PI **R)
00055 T1-11= SI - PI 13* ( PI 1- 1)
00056 TI {2 =SI -Pf R* ( P I 2- f )

00057 PLGX= PI + PI * ( ( Tr12/ Tif 1 ) PI )

00058 RETURN

00059 E\1D .

ACID X



00060 SUL-3130UTt7JE ST114( illy R2; PX, PY )
00061 C TT1I S SUI3ROUTI:JE FINDS T1I4( lib RP., PX. PY) OF EQ. (4.40)
00062 CONI101 0. SI
00063 INTEGER R1, 132
00064 PI= 1- SI
00065 P=1-0
00066 PI 2= 1/ ( PI -lc PI )
00067 PI P1=PI**P1
00063 PI R2= PI**R2
00069 TH1= SI- Oi(PI R 1* ( PI 2-1)
000.70 Tila= SI- Q*PI R2* ( PI 2-1) _-
00071 PII1= SI*PI 131* PI 2/T/-11
00072 SI*,PI112*PI 2/T112
00073 OPI 2= 0* PI ic PI
00074 PSI 2=P* SI* SI
00075 PX1= 1= PX
00076 PY 1= 1- PY
00077 PQ=P*()
00078 /PSp= P* SI PI
00079 T114= (PX* / ( 1+ PQ-It 01*M-12) ) + (Px* py u 1+ psy*pil )

00030 1+ ( PX1*PY/ ( 1+ PSP*1?112) )+ (OP' 2*PX1*PY1/( QPI 2+ PSI 2)')
00031 RETUR1
00032 ECID



6500E-02 7000E- 02 7500E-02 3000E-02 .8500E-02.6000E-02
.9000E-02 9500E-02 1000E- 01 1500E-01 .2000E-e1 .2500E-01
3000E- 01 .3500E-01 .4000E-01 -4500E-01 .5000E-01

6324E-02 .6831E-02 .74/42E-02 .5007E-02 .8577E-02 /)151E-02
.9730E-02 1031E-01 1090E-01 1703E-01..2362E-01 3067E-01
3818E-01 .4617E-01 5464E-01 6360E-01 .7306E-01

.6375E-'02 6942E-02 7514E702 .3092E702 5675E-02 9264E-02
9960E-02 .1046E-01 1107E-01' .17/47E701 .2449E-01 3215E-01
4049E-01 4951E-01 5923E-01 6964E-01 .9076E-01

6235E-02 .6773E-02 .7325E-02 .7975E-02 1429E-02 5933E-02
.9550E-02 1012E-01 1069E-01 1663E-01 .2304E-01 2995E-01
3739E-01 4540E-01 .5393E-01 .6315E7,01 .7292E-01


